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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Intuitively, cigarette smoking seems very compatible with a behav-
ioral intervention; smoking is a discrete, overt behavior. Its rate
can be measured objectively and its occurrence can be recognized immedi-
ately by the most unsophisticated observation. Given such a concrete
target, it would seem a fairly simple matter to rearrange a few stimuli
and manipulate some positive and negative reinforcers to effectively
extinguish the behavior. So it would seem. However, the more closely
one examines both the behavior and the relevant literature, the more
complex and contorted the variables appear. The wish for a quick and
easy procedure for smoking cessation is more in danger of extinction than
is the behavior.
Smoking a
s_
a_ Social Issue
The reader is doubtless aware of the massive evidence that smoking
is a health hazard. Fourteen years after the publication of the US Sur-
geon General's report on smoking and health (1964), the problem is still
nationally significant; between forty and sixty percent of the population
smokes, and only twenty percent of these smokers ever quit (O'Leary &
Wilson, 1975). Although a thorough review of the societal response to
the smoking problem is impossible here (or anywhere, short of an ency-
clopedia), a brief glance at the history of these efforts will be en-
1 ightening.
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2The years immediately after the Surgeon General's report were a time
of impressive mobilization of social scientists rallying to enlist in
the war on smoking. This response was typical of the problem-solving
approach of the sixties—the belief that big social problems could be
solved easily by calling in the big brains and spending big money on big
programs. The first step was to gather up experts from the diverse cor-
ners of social science and apply their collective skills to analysis of
the problem. Three symposia, one at Beaver College (Mausner & Piatt,
1966), another at the University of Arizona (Zagona, 1967), and the third
at the University of Wisconsin (Borgatta & Evans, 1968) are representa-
tive of these efforts. Participants in these early conferences repre-
sented a variety of disciplines and concerns, including sociology, psych-
ology, medicine, business and government.
Papers and discussions on the nature of the typical smoker were
abundant in this era. At each conference at least some attention was
given to establishing once again that smoking is a health hazard. With
typical contrariness, Hans Eysenck rejected the notion of a causal link
between smoking and lung cancer, suggesting instead that the development
of both smoking behavior and lung disease could be attributed to a third
variable, personality. He attempted to prove that both phenomena were
associated with psychological extroversion (1965). As the medical evi-
dence of a direct link became more impressive, much of his argument lost
its wind. However, his approach to the problem is representative of the
psychological research of this time.
The first two conferences were dominated by a social -psychological
3approach. Papers focused on the relative effectiveness of different
types of communications about the hazards of smoking, on the viability
of preventive intervention in the schools, and on the personal charac-
teristics of smokers vs. non-smokers. In the Beaver College conference
no cessation procedures were reported, but interventions with smokers
were discussed. Emphasis was placed on defining target populations,
either by sex, age, or personality variables. Joseph Matarazzo "made
some scathing comments about the 'naive' assumption that psychological
tests could explore differences between smokers and non-smokers on the
basis of statistically significant but tiny differences" on personality
traits, and argued for the application of conditioning techniques to the
cessation problem (Mausner, 1968, p. 86). In a subsequent report on the
conference, Mausner suggests that little or no evidence had appeared
which would support the application of conditioning techniques ( i bid )
.
(This was the only reference to behavioral theory at any of the three
conferences. The lack of behavioral approaches at these conferences
represents the underdog position of behavioral theory rather than an ab-
sence of behavioral investigations during this period.)
Cessation had been given only perfunctory attention at the first
two conferences; it was not until the Wisconsin meeting that the plight
of the smoker was discussed. Straits (1965) had conceptualized the ques-
tion of why people do not quit smoking by dividing these individuals into
three groups: the uninformed, the unbelieving, and the unable. With the
third conference, interests in these groups began to diverge. Today, the
academicians' efforts to reach and convince the first two groups seems to
have been supplanted by a grassroots anti smoking campaign based on the
4rights of non-smokers. This paper is concerned with the third group,
those who believe that smoking is hazardous and want to quit but cannot
seem to manage it. Although a broad spectrum of approaches to smoking
cessation has been sampled, ranging from lengthy psychoanalysis to acu-
puncture, this discussion will be confined to those approaches which
grow directly out of behavioral theory.
Behavioral Approaches to Cessation
As noted above, learning theory was not considered to be a promin-
ent weapon in the scholar's war on smoking during the middle sixties.
However, behavioral researchers and clinicians did not ignore the prob-
lem. Bernstein (1969) reviewed the literature on the modification of
smoking behavior through education, legislation, public relations, psy-
chotherapy, support groups, medication, and behavior modification. He
delineated two basic conceptual models of smoking. The first is exem-
plified by Guilford (1966), and suggests that habituation to smoking is
the result of a complex of physical, social, and psychological drives
which interact to produce habitual smoking. Bernstein suggested that
learning theory presents an attractive alternative to this view, noting
that a learning theory model is at once more flexible and more testable
than the "drive" model. The behavioral model would attribute smoking to
a complex system of physiological, social, and environmental stimuli
which interact in different combinations for different individuals.
Bernstein noted that the applications of this model had not been nearly
as extensive as with the drive model, but suggested that learning theory
represents the clearest and most systematic approach. He attributed the
5paucity of applications to the formidable difficulty encountered when
one attempts to specify the relevant stimuli and consequences involved
in smoking.
During the periods covered by Bernstein's review (1962-1968), de-
sensitization and aversive conditioning were the most commonly investi-
gated behavioral techniques. Wilde's (1964) study is prototypic of many
aversive paradigms. In a laboratory setting, hot, stale, smoky air was
presented to subjects as an aversive stimulus, contingent upon lighting
up. Other aversive procedures included drug-induced nausea paired with
smoking in a laboratory setting (Raymond, 1964), and the use of a port-
able shock apparatus which punished the subject whenever a cigarette was
removed from its case (Powell & Azrin, 1968).
Three outcome studies were reported during this period, comparing
the relative effectiveness of a variety of behavioral and traditional
psychotherapy techniques (Koenig & Masters, 1965; Ober, 1966; Keutzer,
1968). The studies compared only unimodal approaches, for example, self
control vs. aversion therapy vs. transactional analysis (Ober, 1966).
In one study there was a significant therapist effect (Koenig & Masters,
1965), but no treatment differences were discovered in any study. Sub-
jects in all groups and conditions reduced their smoking rates, and some
had achieved abstinence by the end of the treatment. However, most of
the gains appeared to be quite temporary. The exception to this was the
study by Ober (1966) which showed only a twenty percent relapse rate for
the successful abstainers. This surprisingly low rate of remission
appears to be the result of a short (four week) follow-up period; one
would expect additional failures to occur in the subsequent two months
6(see Hunt & Matarazzo, 1973, and below). Bernstein notes several other
studies which demonstrate short-term success with a variety of treatment
approaches but fail to provide evidence that any single treatment is
clearly superior. Bernstein reasoned that the short-term results common
to all treatment modes could be attributed to the non-specific factors
shared by the procedures.
This hypothesis was tested in a study which compared a social pres-
sure approach with an attention placebo, a no contact group, and two no
treatment groups, both of which were instructed to quit smoking on their
own, but only one of which was promised help at a later time (Bernstein,
1968). The social pressure and the attention placebo groups both reduced
smoking and did not differ. The no treatment group which was told not to
expect any additional help made equally significant and consistent gains.
As expected, most gains were not maintained during the follow-up period.
Other research has supported the hypothesis that the short-term
effects reported in most treatment outcome studies are attributable to
non-specific effects of the treatment setup. McFall and Hammen (1971)
have produced similar results with a least common denominator approach.
On the basis of their study, they conclude that the short-term cures
reported in the literature can be obtained by any treatment which has
volunteer subjects, structured participation, and self monitoring as
part of the program. The inclusion of self monitoring is standard to
nearly all programs as the sole means of obtaining data. Thus much of
the short-term success rate may only reflect the well known phenomenon
that self monitoring alone produces changes in target behaviors (McFall,
1970), although some writers have concluded that this phenomenon is not
7quite as clear-cut as it once appeared (Kazdin, 1974). (Some studies
have actually produced an increase in smoking rates as a result of self
monitoring, although this may either be a product of some idiosyncratic
demand characteristics (McFall, 1970) or of the particular type of
smokers being treated (Leventhal & Avis, 1976), all of which indicate
that the effects reported in earlier studies may be primarily due to
experimental artifacts which are unrelated to particular treatment
strategies.
)
Bernstein (1969) concluded that effective procedures would not be
forthcoming until researchers instituted more adequate methodological
control. Even the most effective clinic procedures are of little use to
anyone except the few smokers who are helped, since the absence of rigor-
ous experimental design precludes any conclusions about the validity
of specific procedures. He urged the inclusion of at least four control
groups in any treatment outcome study: no contact, no treatment with
and without expectation of future assistance, and attention placebo. He
also questioned the exclusive reliance on self-report data and on the
use of cigarettes-per-day as the unit of behavioral measurement (see
Consumer Reports, 1976). The failure of the behavioral approaches to
demonstrate an effective procedure does not indicate that it is without
value; "its view of cigarette smoking as a learned behavior which is
functionally related to a large but finite number of stimulus classes
provides investigators with a wealth of testable hypotheses which relate
to observable antecedents and consequences" (p. 435). Bernstein concludes
by repeating his plea for better methodology and by encouraging an in-
creased emphasis on the long-term maintenance of cessation.
8The Curve
At an American Cancer Society conference (Hunt, 1970) a more thor-
ough analysis of the maintenance issues was presented (Hunt & Matarazzo,
1970). The data from seventeen treatment studies over two years of
follow-up were collapsed to produce the curve in Figure 1. The curve
includes only those subjects who had achieved complete abstinence at the
end of their respective treatment programs. The decline of the curve
represents the rate of relapse over time. The authors note that the
curve is quite similar to an extinction, or negative learning curve. A
subsequent paper (Hunt, Barnett & Branch, 1971) reports a more detailed
analysis, examining the relapse rate for a larger number of treatment
reports (84) on alcohol, heroin and cigarette use. The three addictions
were quite similar in the rate of relapse, and again produced a quasi-
extinction curve (see Figure 2).
However, it is not precisely an extinction curve. The asymptote
for the curve occurs at about the twenty percent level. In other words
extinction is not complete; it is only effective for approximately eighty
percent of the initially abstinent subjects. Presumably, if the treat-
ment programs had no long-term effects, abstinence would be extinguished
for all subjects. How, then, to account for the twenty percent who do
not relapse, especially since we have found no demonstrably superior
treatment?
Hunt and Matarazzo (1970, 1973) have proposed that the curve actu-
ally represents two distinct processes. In this model, the abrupt ini-
tial decline of the curve represents an extinction process, explained by
3t
Fig. 1. Abstemious behavior as a function of time
after successful therapy. (Taken from Hunt and
Matarazzo, 1970.)
MONTHS
Fig. 2. Relapse rate over time for heroin,
smoking and alcohol. (Taken from Hunt,
Barnett, and Branch, 1971.)
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classical conditioning theory. Thus, as the client terminates the cessa-
tion program, the reinforcements associated with abstinence disappear
and the abstinent behavior is extinguished. The second process is repre-
sented by the relatively stable asymptotic part of the curve. Hunt and
Matarazzo speculate that this process may be "some all-or-none attitudin-
al or decisional process possibly representing a hierarchically organized
set," and that the asymptote reflects "the point at which the rejection
of smoking or the appearance of substitute behaviors had become habitual"
(1973, p. 113).
Hunt and Matarazzo (1970) describe the experiences of a Mrs. Nolan,
whose case is illustrative of the model they propose. Briefly, Mrs.
Nolan wanted to quit smoking, but was unable to. Her husband, a psych-
ologist, designed a self control procedure which placed ever greater
restrictions on the places where Mrs. Nolan was permitted to smoke.
This stimulus control technique was working nicely until Mrs. Nolan had
tapered down to only seven or eight cigarettes per day. At this point,
she became disgusted with her inability to quit and complained that the
self control program was not working. The following day she stopped
smoking entirely. The authors suggest that the "standard conditioning
techniques weakened the habit to the point where it could be voluntarily
controlled" (1970, p. 85). In postulating the second process, Hunt and
Matarazzo seem to be moving out of a strictly behavioral approach to
smoking. In fact they suggest that it may be desirable to look for some
"new laws of learning" which would account for the interaction between
cognitive and environmental control of behavior. In his discussion of
12
their initial paper, Ferster (1970) stresses that they are drawing a dis-
tinction between the acquisition of the performance of a response and
maintenance and persistence of a habit and suggests that the latter is
clearly germane to behavioral psychology.
At a less theoretical level, Hunt and Matarazzo suggest that our
existing procedures need to be intensified. That our existing treatment
programs are inadequate is scarcely debatable (see reviews by Bernstein,
1969; Kreutzer et aj_.
,
1968; Lichtenstein & Kreutzer, 1971; Hunt, 1971;
Schwartz, 1969). We are starting with volunteer subjects who are pre-
sumably motivated to quit, and many of these people drop out before the
treatment is completed. Of those who stick it through, not all achieve
abstinence. Finally, of those who succeed in quitting, two-thirds start
smoking again within three months. Clearly, it is not yet time to rest
on our collective laurels. The authors made four suggestions for im-
proving current treatment programs (Hunt & Matarazzo, 1970):
1. That we try for more effective stimul us conditions,
ones with more generalization potential outside the labora-
tory treatment room. An example would be substitution as
an aversive stimulus of hot, dry air for the prevalent
electric shock.
2. That we combine multiple techniques in our procedures
instead of relying on aversive sessions alone. For in-
stance, we might combine aversive conditioning with
instruction in self control methods.
3. That we pay more attention to the maintenance of
behavior rather than concentrating all our efforts on
its acquisition. Instead of assuming that once a person
stops smoking there is no further need for treatment,
we might recall him periodically for booster sessions,
possibly incorporating these with improved follow-up
procedures to the mutual benefit of both.
13
4. That we take a more comprehensive human engineering
approach to our subjects, making use of more ancillary
supportive measures such as regulated exercise, self-
applied treatment approaches such as Jacobsen's relaxa-
tion techniques, and relevant recreational and social
activity. In this engineering, the individual would
be the focus of planning rather than the treatment
program (p. 108).
The first suggestion refers to a well-defined subset of treatment
programs: those which rely on an aversive conditioning paradigm and con-
fine the treatment to the clinic or laboratory. Investigation of this
approach has progressed steadily but along separate lines from the pre-
sent inquiry. This line of research looks promising; there are some
reports of a quit rate as high as sixty percent at six months follow-up
(Schmahl et_ al_.
,
1972; Lichtenstein et al_.
,
1973). Considering that one
review (McFall & Hammen, 1971) has estimated the average quit rate at
follow-up to be only thirteen percent, this seems pretty impressive.
However, this still fails to account for the failure of nearly half of a
presumably motivated (volunteer) population. Further efforts may indeed
improve upon this record. In addition, these results may have been
contradicted by later work (Russel et aj_. , 1976).
Intuitively, however, the restricted treatment approach seems in-
sufficient. As Hunt and Matarazzo have noted (1970), taking the puff as
the basic unit of reinforcement, a heavy smoker (two packs a day) is
getting 146,000 reinforcements per year, and may have been smoking for
ten to twenty years. That is quite an impressive reinforcement history
to overcome with a few aversive experiences in the laboratory. The
last three suggestions above are responses to the apparent need for
14
treatment programs that are both more intensive and more comprehensive
than the standard aversive conditioning program.
Some work is being done in each of these areas. The move toward
multimodal approaches (number two, above) is exemplified by Chapman,
Smith and Layden (1971). This study used a strong punishment with a non-
punished alternative in combination with training in self -management.
The results were promising but the samples were too small to render
definitive conclusions. Any combination of procedures is plausible.
For example, O'Brien, Raynes, and Patch (1972) have suggested a multi-
modal approach for heroin addicts which would include aversion therapy,
systematic desensitization, and relaxation training. An analogous pro-
gram might be appropriate for smokers. The problems with multi-modal
approaches are the difficulty in knowing where to start and the fog en-
countered when interpreting the results. Within self-management tech-
niques alone there are several combinations of techniques, ranging from
stimulus control through all sorts of covert procedures to overt contin-
gency management. The a priori selection of any particular combination
of procedures seems an especially arbitrary gamble to researchers who are
preparing to invest their own time and effort in such an inquiry. Then,
when the results are in, the researcher has no context in which to inter-
pret them. Suppose the study in question combined four separate proced-
ures. It is unlikely that even two of these procedures have ever been
used in combination elsewhere; so with whose findings do we compare our
own results? Thus, the prospects of making meaningful connections be-
tween a multi -modal study and the existing literature is becoming slim.
15
Furthermore, we cannot even specify which procedures contributed the most
to the success of the treatment or which procedures are enhanced when
combined with other techniques. The only way to get to this type of
conclusion is to run several treatment groups, varying the combinations
of procedures in each. In a program which combines four procedures, this
would mean up to fifteen treatment groups, not to mention the four con-
trol groups suggested by Bernstein (1969), and the prudent researcher
would want at least twenty subjects per cell, balanced for sex, age, and
smoking history. This seems overwhelming, but without this sort of
methodological control, such a study will add little more than unclassi-
fiable trivia to the existing literature, and we have a surfeit of that
already. Nevertheless, combined approaches offer a potentially more
powerful and more thorough approach to a highly resistive behavior and
should not be abandoned. What is needed is a framework within which to
investigate these approaches.
Maintenance of behavior change is the focus of the third suggestion
above. This appears to be a more accessible parameter, at least insofar
as it suggests some pretty straightforward empirical questions. The
majority of treatment programs operate with a predetermined treatment
period, usually less than ten weeks. Subjects who are abstinent at the
end of the treatment period are considered successes. Yet it is clear
from Hunt and Matarazzo's curves that onset of abstinence is only the
beginning of the quitting process. This suggests that initial abstinence
is not a very sensible cue for termination of treatments. How long
should the treatment last? From the figures, it is clear that smoking
behavior is subject to reappear until at least three months after
16
initial abstinence. This would seem a more reasonable time limit for
treatment of some sort and this raises a second question: should post-
abstinence treatment recapitulate pre-abstinence treatment procedures or
is it more efficacious to view maintenance of change as a separate pro-
cess? The answer to this depends on two things. First, if one is an
adherent of the two process model proposed by Hunt and Matarazzo, it
would seem logical that each process is accessible via separate proced-
ures. Second, no matter what theoretical model of smoking one ascribes
to, the particular procedures used to achieve abstinence may be prag-
matically or therapeutically inappropriate for use in the post-abstinence
phase of the treatment. For example, if a client has successfully quit
by following a smoking-to-satiation procedure in the laboratory, it would
not make therapeutic sense to have him or her continue smoking during the
maintenance phase. Likewise if a client has quit by using a self punish-
ment procedure, there is no longer any behavior to punish, so this
particular contingency management is inapplicable to the maintenance
period.
The specific mechanisms underlying the maintenance problem have not
been explored in detail, but the notion of booster sessions holds promise.
The multi-modal study cited above (Chapman et al_. , 1971) included one
group which received post treatment monitoring by the therapist for
eleven weeks. This group showed a much higher abstinence rate at twelve-
month follow-up. Again, the number of subjects in this study is too
small to render definitive conclusions, but post-treatment monitoring
appears worthy of further investigation.
17
Booster sessions represent a more active form of post-abstinence
intervention. Working with alcoholics, Stojiljkovic (1969) used "sta-
bilization" sessions which involved retraining on the original aversive
conditioning paradigm at 15, 30, 60, and 90 days after treatment with
relatively good results. Analogous procedures may be effective with
smokers. There are, of course, innumerable other approaches which might
be appropriate. Covert responses seem well suited for the maintenance
phase, in both classical and operant paradigms. And, of course, review
of self management training is especially appropriate for post-abstin-
ence booster sessions. Again, as with multi-modal approaches, the di-
versity of possibilities suggests the need for a framework on which to
organize our research efforts.
Comprehensive human engineering, number four above, is exemplified
by Hunt and Matarazzo's two-process theory of acquisition and maintenance
of behavior change previously outlined, as well as by several other sug-
gestions. They include under this category the implementation of proced-
ures and ideas which are external to, but not excluded by, strict behav-
ior therapy methodologies. Among these are use of the learned help-
lessness paradigm, incorporation of existing social support systems, in-
dividualized treatment programs, and the self reconsti tution process des-
cribed by Sarbin and Adler (1970). However, Hunt and Matarazzo clearly
prefer the notion that smoking is habitual and present a very detailed
hypothesis that the extinction of a habitual act involves some decisional
process which is distinct from the simple (behavioral) acquisition of
behavior. This is a very plausible explanation of the data, and clearly
of great theoretical import; it merits further investigation. However,
18
there is another equally plausible explanation for the data in Figures 1
and 2. The authors seem to sense this alternate hypothesis but do not
deal with it directly: "some subjects do seem successful in giving up
smoking. Are there 'different' people, or is this a 'different' pro-
cess?" (1973, p. 113). Having stated the alternatives clearly, they ig-
nore the first and plunge into a reiteration of their 1970 two-process
theory of habit formation.
This is not as irresponsible as it sounds, just shortsighted.
Matarazzo had taken his stand on the question of individual differences
way back at the Beaver College Conference (see above). The focus of his
attack was the body of literature which attempts to differentiate smokers
from non-smokers on the basis of personality variables. This line of
research has been somewhat successful in correlating certain personality
traits, such as extraversion and antisocial tendencies with smoking (see
Matarazzo & Saslow, I960; Larson & Silvette, 1961; and especially Smith,
1967, 1970, for reviews of this area). Unfortunately, the conclusions of
this work do not seem readily applicable to treatment programs (Dunn,
1973). Thus, Matarazzo 's comments appear to be well taken.
However there is another way to ask whether we are dealing with
different people. Let us assume that there are different types of smokers.
Rather than differentiating the smoking from the non-smoking population,
let us attempt to differentiate distinct types within the smoking popula-
tion. Further, let us make these distinctions on the basis of behavioral
components rather than on personality traits. Stated simply, let us
suppose that there are, for example, four different ways to smoke. Now,
19
if there are four different behaviors, there are likely four distinct,
corresponding cessation procedures which are most efficacious. This sug-
gestion leads into an argument for a type of comprehensive human engineer-
ing not specifically mentioned by Hunt and Matarazzo, differential diag-
nosis and treatment.
Before going into differential treatment, it would be prudent to see
if this model can account for the extinction curve presented by Hunt and
Matarazzo. It is important to remember that these curves (Figures 1 and
2) represent the average of the experiences of individual smokers in sev-
eral studies which used different paradigms. Figure 3 depicts the experi-
ence of four hypothetical smokers during the first three months after
achieving abstinence. Note that the subjects differ with respect to both
rate of change in smoking pattern and at the level of smoking after stabil-
ization. The experience of subject D is not unusual; many studies report
a sizable number of clients who were able to reduce their smoking from
baseline but were unable to quit completely. To facilitate comparison
with Hunt and Matarazzo' s curves, Figure 4 expresses the experiences of
these smokers in terms of percent abstinence over time.
Either figure is prototypic of the outcome of a smoking treatment
program. If we have similar results from several different treatment
programs we could average across treatments and produce curves similar to
those in the figures. This is true regardless of our assumptions about the
existence of different smoker types. If we assume, as do Hunt and
Matarazzo, that smokers cannot be meaningfully differentiated, then aver-
aging across studies is fairly straightforward, and produces the heavy
line in either of the figures.
20
MONTHS
Fig. 3. Relapse to baseline smoking levels of four hypo-
thetical smokers.
21
Fig. 4. Extinction of abstinence of four hypothetical
smokers.
22
On the other hand, if we assume that smokers can be "typed," the
problem is a little more difficult. If different types do exist and if
there is a different optimal intervention strategy for each type of
smoker, an additional assumption is required to render the model applicable
to the curves presented by Hunt and Matarazzo. Given such parameters,
smoker types would have to be randomly distributed across experiments.
There is no concrete assurance that this is true. The studies which were
used to compile the curves were conducted at many different places, using
different procedures to entice subjects, and had a high variability of
drop-out rates (some studies controlled drop-out rates by requiring a
deposit, refunded contingent on attendance at treatment sessions, while
other studies left this to chance). All of these factors could bias the
total sample away from a randomized design with respect to smoker types.
In addition, all studies relied on volunteer subjects; some types of smok-
ers may be more likely to volunteer for treatment than others. However,
since the original studies were conducted indepen-ently and since there
was no attempt to investigate different types of smokers, it seems rela-
tively safe to say that there was no systematic bias in the selection of
subjects across experiments. That these results may not generalize to
non-volunteer populations is a moot point; presumably, nobody is looking
to treat subjects against their will. Thus, the assumption that smoker
types are randomly distributed across experiments can be tentatively
accepted.
If the assumption is valid, it is fairly easy to see how the differ-
ential treatment model can explain the extinction curve in Figures 1 and
23
2. In the hypothetical treatment program depicted in Figures 3 and 4,
smoker B was a successful abstainer, while A, C, and D were not. Thus,
the treatment seemed optimal for B, and for all smokers who were "B-type"
smokers. Suppose the B-type smokers had followed a different treatment
paradigm. The experiences of the B smokers in several different programs
is illustrated in Figure 5. Procedure 1 is the optimal procedure for the
B smokers; procedures 2-4 are less efficient but vary in their relative
suitability to the B smokers. The experience of the B smokers across
treatment programs is represented by the heavy black line and is quite
similar to Hunt and Matarazzo's curve. The situation for the "A-type"
smoker is analogous but in this case procedure 1 would be among the least
effective interventions, and so on for C and D smokers. Therefore, aver-
aging across studies and types of smoker would produce the curve obtained
by Hunt and Matarazzo. Thus the differential treatment model is consis-
tent with the known data. Furthermore, it is more parsimonious than the
two process habit formation model outlined above in that it calls for no
decisional component to account for the asymptote of the curve.
Smoking Typol ogies
The differential treatment model suggested above is grounded in the
assumption that there are different types of smokers. While there has
been no research in a strictly behavioral paradigm to explore this possi-
bility, some quasi-behavioral research suggests that there may indeed be
different types of smokers. Although these investigations are not exclu-
sively behavioral in either theory or methodology, it would appear that
24
Fig. 5. Experience of B-type smokers in four hypothetical
treatment programs.
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at least some of the results are quite harmonious with a behavioral model
of smoking.
In a report to the Wisconsin Conference, McKennell (1968) summarized
the findings of a British investigation into the smoking habits and atti-
tudes of adolescents and adults (McKennell & Thomas, 1967). The study
included several attempts to type smokers on the basis of the occasions
for smoking and included 1293 smokers and ex-smokers. Items were generated
through non-directive interviews with groups and individuals and piloted
on 200 subjects. Both the pilot and the main data analysis revealed
seven well-defined factors underlying occasions for smoking (McKennell,
1968):
Inner need factors
1. Nervous irritation (when anxious, worried).
2. Relaxation (when happy, when watching television
or reading, after exercise).
3. Smoking alone (when feeling alone).
4. Activity accompaniment (when working hard to
hel p concentration)
.
5. Food substitution.
Social factors
6. Social smoking (at a party, when talking,
smokes more when going out than when at home).
7. Social confidence (feel happier, look more
relaxed, gives me something to do with my hands
when talking with others, to appear more adult).
The results of this study indicate that people can be differentiated
by the occasions on which they smoke. In addition, there is a relation-
ship between the responses to the questionnaire, and the "degree of
addiction," the amount smoked, and the age of the respondent. This sug-
gests that smoking is epiphenomenal rather than being a unitary event.
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The notion that smoking varies along dimensions other than frequency and
that this relationship may change with age encourages the notion that
smoking should be viewed within some sort of differential treatment scheme.
Silvan Tomkins is the pioneer in this area, being the first and
almost the only theorist to propose a typology of smokers and suggest
different treatment procedures for each type (Tomkins, 1966). Tomkins'
formulation differs from the McKennell and Thomas study in that he differ-
entiates smokers on the basis of their reasons for smoking, rather than
the occasions for smoking. Under this model, smoking is maintained be-
cause it either reduces negative affect or enhances positive affect.
These positive and negative shifts in affect may combine and interact
with cognitive and situational variables and with each other. He postulat-
ed four types of smokers (1966):
1. The habitual smoker--this is relatively undefined in
Tomkins' early paper, but includes those smokers who
smoke "because it's there," but do not feel addicted
to cigarettes.
2. The positive affect smoker—smokes to feel good,
analagous to McKennell' s relaxation smoker, above.
3. The negative affect smoker—smokes to reduce negative
affect, similar to the nervous irritation smoker in
McKennell 's typology.
4. The addicted smoker— smokes both for reduction of
negative affect and for enhancement of positive
affect, and feels a strong craving for cigarettes,
regardless of affect state.
McKennell and Thomas extracted Tomkins' types from their subject
pool on the basis of responses to the nervous irritation and relaxation
scales of their questionnaire. McKennell also presents data on the desire
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and expected difficulty of cessation and these data tend to confirm
Tomkins' model, although he acknowledges that his analysis was not intend-
ed to serve as a rigorous test of Tomkins' model.
Tomkins' paradigm has fostered the development of a reasons-for-
smoking (RFS) questionnaire by a group working through the National Clear-
inghouse for Smoking and Health (Horn, 1968). Factor analysis of the
results indicate that there are six factors which may act as reinforcers
for smoking (Ikard, Green, & Horn, 1969). The factors which were identi-
fied are (from Horn, 1968, 1973):
1. Anxiety—smoking to alleviate negative affect, to
reduce tension and put one at ease.
2. Craving/psychological addiction—smoking due to
reported need for a cigarette, smoking to alleviate
a negative internal state which is the result of not
smoking.
3. Handl ing/f iddl ing— smoking to keep one's hands busy,
smoking to manipulate something (e.g., lighting up,
exhaling, blowing smoke rings).
4. Stimulation— smoking to perk up, to get a lift.
5. Pleasurable relaxation— smoking for taste and pleasure.
6. Habit— "automatic" smoking, smoking without being aware
of it.
The National Clearinghouse for Smoking and Health (NCSH) developed a
fifteen-item RFS questionnaire based on this research and included it in
a Smokers Self Testing Kit. The kit was designed to help the prospective
quitter look at his/her smoking behavior as a first step to planning a
cessation strategy. The kit was revised by Horn (1973), three items being
added. Henceforth in this paper, references to the RFS Questionnaire will
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refer to the revised form, which is reproduced in Appendix A. The other
parts of the self testing kit attempt to help the smoker assess his or her
motivation to change smoking habits, the smoker's knowledge of the effects
of smoking and the factors in the smoker's environment which may help or
hinder an attempt at cessation.
It should be noted that, while this questionnaire grew out of the
Tomkins' model, it includes several categories not predicted by that model.
Obviously the factor analysis of the NCSH results did not produce four
categories which are neatly analogous to those predicted by Tomkins,
although he would probably argue that the additional categories could be
accounted for by his theory. (He made a similar argument when confronted
by the seven types of smokers isolated by McKennell's occasions-for-
smoking study--see McKennell, 1968.) Rather than adopting the NCSH RFS
questionnaire, Tomkins has devised his own (Ikard & Tomkins, 1972). By
this time, Tomkins' model had changed slightly from the 1968 version
described earlier. With the new questionnaire, smokers are typed into
positive and negative affect smokers as described above. A third type,
the preaddictive smoker, not only smokes to change affect, but in positive
or negative affect situations, when the smoker does not have an access to
cigarettes, a deprivation negative affect is generated. Thus, the pre-
addictive smoker will light up both to manage the positive or negative
source affect and to diminish the deprivation negative affect. The addic-
tive smoker is even worse off. For this smoker, deprivation negative
affect is produced as soon as the smoker is aware of not smoking. This
individual will smoke to reduce the deprivation affect, regardless of any
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(situational) positive or negative source affect. A fifth type is the
habitual smoker, who is in the worst spot of all. Tomkins views habit
smoking as a wel 1 -developed skill involving a minimum level of awareness
or involvement, and without any salient affect reward. It is not unlike
commuting to work every day; after a time you do not even remember pulling
out of the driveway or into the parking garage. Likewise, habit smokers
are often oblivious to the fact that they are smoking.
In an attempt to determine whether the self report data from this
questionnaire reflect the subjects' actual experience, Ikard and Tomkins
(1973) conducted a series of validity studies. The first study was designed
to test the hypothesis that smoking varies across types of smokers as a
function of affective experience, and basically involved exposing positive
and negative affect smokers to positive and negative affect stimuli
(films) in a laboratory situation and recording their smoking behavior.
The second study attempted to demonstrate that craving (deprivation nega-
tive affect) is related to type of smoker, requiring groups of smokers to
be deprived during a three-hour discussion on smoking and to rate their
craving for cigarettes. The third study attempted to use naturalistic
observation to assess smoking as a function of affect. The subjects were
spectators at a race track and smoking was monitored before a race, at
the ticket purchase window, during the running of the race, after the
race, and at the payoff window. Observers tabulated the number of smokers
vs. non-smokers in the crowd of spectators.
The fourth study was an evaluation of an intervention procedure
based on Tomkins' model. Smokers were instructed to schedule their
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cigarettes and gradually increase the interval between smokes. It was
hypothesized that scheduling would help bring the subjects' smoking under
their own control and the gradual increase in intervals would convert all
types of smoking into positive affect smoking, since the subject would
begin to look forward to the next cigarette. Subjects who fell off the
schedule were told to enjoy their "illegal" cigarettes, in an effort to
avoid discouragement with the program and to maintain smoking at a positive
affect level. The program was somewhat successful with pre-addictive
smokers and quite unsuccessful with addictive smokers. This is an import-
ant, albeit discouraging finding. Addictive smokers tend to smoke signi-
ficantly more than other types of smokers and tend to be over-represented
in clinic cessation programs. The authors conclude that addictive smokers
may find it impossible to quit by methods of gradual reduction, and sug-
gest that this is further evidence for some sort of differential treatment
model
.
The results of the first three studies tended to confirm the hypo-
thesis that smoking is a function of type of smoker and experience of
affect. In the first two studies, there was clear evidence that the Ikard-
Tomkins questionnaire did reflect the subjects' actual smoking behavior.
In general, negative affect smokers tended to smoke more when watching a
negative affect film, and the addictive and preaddictive smokers tended
to smoke equally during the positive or negative film. The addictive
smokers reported the highest craving at the end of the deprivation study.
At the race track, smoking was most prevalent during the race, the period
deemed most anxiety provoking.
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All the reported findings were statistically significant. Neverthe-
less, the evidence does not permit any definitive conclusions, for two
reasons. First, the findings from the laboratory studies may be the
product of experimenter demand characteristics. Both studies acknowledged
that the research was about smoking, and the authors do not specify the
degree to which either researchers or subjects were blind to the hypotheses.
The second problem with this research involves discrepancies in the
data which were not predicted by the model. The first unexpected finding
is an apparent sex difference. Although eighty percent of the females
reported that they smoked in both positive and negative affect situations,
females tended to smoke only during the negative affect film. This indi-
cates at the very least that the Ikard-Tomkins questionnaire is not as
valid for females as for males, and may suggest that the Tomkins model
requires modification if it is to account for the experience of female
smokers. The second problematic finding is that negative affect smokers
reported significantly less positive affect at the end of the positive
film than did the other types of smokers. This may indicate that the
negative affect smokers smoke as a function of their negative perceptions
of events rather than in response to actual negative affect stimuli. In
other words, these individuals may smoke in the same situations as other
types of smokers, but appear to be negative affect smokers because they
are less likely to see the world in positive terms. The third unexpected
event was the absence of positive affect smokers in the undergraduate
sample of the first study. Although the relative frequency of positive
affect smokers in the general population is low (Ikard et al_. , 1969), the
researchers expected to find a substantial number of these individuals
in the undergraduate sample (see Coan, 1969; Zagona, 1969). The authors
do not speculate on this phenomenon, but it may reflect a change in the
characteristics of the smoking population. Speculation as to the pro-
bable nature and/or possible causes of this change is left to the
reader' s whimsy.
Despite these unexpected findings, the overall results of this series
of studies are encouraging. Although there are indeed methodological
problems in each study, this is counterbalanced by the fact that the
combined results of the studies consistently support the hypothesis that
smoking varies as a function of type of smoker and type of stimulus
situation. This provides direct support for the Tomkins model of smoking
and tends to validate the questionnaire used in this research program.
Although this is clearly a fertile area for further research, the
present author is reluctant to embrace the entire Tomkins model and ques-
tionnaire. The reasons for this are both philosophical and pragmatic.
First, while it is clear that the Ikard and Tomkins (1973) results have
significant implications for both research and practice, it is difficult
to specify just what those implications might be. For example, the
model does not make any clear predictions about the nature, intensity,
or duration of a differential treatment plan. Since their model is an
implicit mixture of cognitive, emotional and behavioral factors, it is
difficult to know where to look for clear guidelines for such a program.
Second, on a more practical level, neither their questionnaire nor the
model from which it is derived is particularly compatible with the
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primary treatment plans which are currently under investigation. Most
of the systematic outcome studies reported in the literature are behav-
ioral. It would seem more immediately useful to develop a smoking
typology which is adaptable to behavioral treatment methods.
The NCSH questionnaire mentioned above (RFS) more clearly fits this
requirement. Although it was inspired by the Tomkins model, it is not a
strict derivative of that approach; it is not completely dependent on
the analysis of internal states and is not restricted to Tomkins' four
primary types. The questionnaire is probably more representative of the
range of smokers' experiences; it was constructed on the basis of factor
analysis of smokers' self reports rather than being formulated out of a
theory.
Levelthal and Avis (1976) conducted three experiments in an attempt
to validate the RFS questionnaire (which they incorrectly attribute to
Tomkins). Each experiment attempted to relate the subject variable,
score on an RFS scale, to an experimental manipulation. Their first step
was to replicate the RFS factors. Using the items from the NCSH scales
plus several additional items of their own, the experimenters performed
a factor analysis and produced six scales which are analogous to the NCSH
scales plus an additional scale, smoking to be friendly or appear sophis-
ticated. The factor items with loadings greater than .55 appear in
Appendix B.
The first experiment was a taste experiment. Subjects who scored
either high or low (divided at the median) on the Pleasure-Taste scale
were given either ordinary or taste adulterated cigarettes. Smoking
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reduction was positively correlated with the scale score for the experi-
mental (vinegar cigarettes) group, and negatively correlated for the
control group. This difference was statistically significant. Interest-
ingly, self monitoring seemed to increase smoking rates among those in
the control group who scored high on the Pleasure-Taste scale. The results
of this experiment tend to confirm the validity of the Pleasure-Taste
scale.
The second experiment compared the smoking rates of persons scoring
high or low on the Addiction scale following eighteen-hour deprivation
and non-deprivation periods. There was a significant treatment effect
but no interaction with the scale scores. Levelthal and Avis postulate
that demand characteristics of the post deprivation follow-up may have
increased the rate among non-addicted smokers, thus washing out any
differences between the groups.
The third experiment attempted to assess the finding in the first
study that self-monitoring increased smoking for high pleasure-taste
smokers. The hypothesis was that increased awareness would increase
smoking rates of pleasure-taste smokers and reduce the rates of habit
smokers. Subjects were assigned to a low, moderate, or high awareness
condition and instructed in respective self-monitoring techniques. The
RFS questionnaire was administered before and after the two-week moni-
toring period. The hypothesis was not supported: self-monitoring pro-
duced a temporary decrease in smoking among all subjects, regardless of
smoker type. The authors suggest that the level of awareness in the
first experiment was not large enough to produce any changes in smoking
rate.
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Interestingly, the increased awareness produced by self monitoring
did seem to affect the responses to the RFS questionnaire. As awareness
increases, pleasure and taste ratings decline while habit and fiddling
ratings increase. This points out one of the difficulties in relying
on self-report RFS data; the responses are not as stable or as accurate
as one would desire. This finding also casts some doubt on the central
premise of Ikard and Tomkins' treatment model. If pleasure decreases
with awareness of smoking, it is unlikely that smoking could be weaned
down until only pleasurable smoking remained.
A second problem with the RFS data (in addition to the fact that it
is self report data) is that the subject is not really reporting his or
her experience in behavioral terms. As Leventhal and Avis (1973) have
noted, not many of the items ask the subject to attend to environmental
events; most of the questions focus on the subjective experience of the
subject. Thus, while a subject may report that smoking is a pleasurable
experience, there is no reason to suspect that the subject is aware of
the environmental events which contribute to this experience.
Summarizing Leventhal and Avis' (1976) findings, there appear to be
some problems with the RFS questionnaire; the addiction scale may not be
valid, and the reliance on self report may be ill advised. However, at
least one scale, Pleasure-Taste, appears to be quite useful. Furthermore,
the failure to validate the Addiction scale may have been an artifact of
demand characteristics, as noted by the authors. It should be noted that
this research involved only two of the seven scales. Further, and more
thorough, validation of all the RFS scales is clearly desirable.
Until such research is reported, the RFS seems to best fulfill the
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requirements for a smoking typology instrument outlined above (cf. p. 33)
for three reasons. First, it was constructed to represent the experi-
ences of the smoking population. Second, it does not assume that affect
management is the single underlying dimension of smoking behavior. Third,
of existing typology scales, it is most harmonious with a behavioral
analysis of smoking. Thus, until something better appears, the RFS
questionnaire would seem to be the most appropriate instrument for inves-
tigating smoker typologies from a behavioral framework.
Summary and Proposal
The foregoing discussion has reviewed approaches to smoking from
several perspectives. Clearly, this is neither a comprehensive nor a
detailed review, being largely restricted to behavioral approaches to
cessation and to smoking typologies. To present a complete and thorough
review of the entire psychological literature on smoking would require
several volumes, and would be beyond both the capabilities and scientific
scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred to the several
reviews cited in the text. It would be prudent at this point to summar-
ize what has been presented and to outline some of the steps which are
crucial to the development of a differential model of smoking.
The most striking fact about the various approaches to smoking cessa-
tion is their failure. There have been two types of these approaches,
those which postulate inner drive states and those which invoke learning
theory to account for smoking. Of these, the latter seem to offer the
greatest potential for eliciting effective treatment procedures. Yet
the reviews of the behavioral approaches unanimously state that no
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treatment has been demonstrated to be superior to any other (Bernstein,
1969; Keutzer et a]_.
,
1968; Lichtenstein & Kreutzer, 1971; Hunt et al_.
,
1971; Schwartz, 1969). Those programs which have achieved some degree of
success generally report relapse among most of the subjects shortly after
termination (Bernstein, 1970; Ober, 1968; Hunt et a]_.
,
1971). If one
considers the total initial samples (including dropouts) the abstinence
rate at follow-up periods ranges between nine and seventeen percent
(McFall & Hammen, 1971). When initially successful abstainers are
followed up over time, the abstinent behavior extinguishes until roughly
eighty percent of the initial successes have relapsed (Hunt, 1970; Hunt
et aT_. , 1971; Hunt & Matarazzo, 1970, 1973; and Figures 1 and 2).
Two explanations for these data have appeared in the literature.
Bernstein (1968, 1969) has presented some evidence to support the notion
that the small successes which have been demonstrated are the result of
non-specific factors of the treatment setting, such as self monitoring
or attention (see also, McFall & Hammen, 1971). He has called for
tighter methodology, specifically recommending that four separate control
groups be used in any treatment outcome study (1969, 1970).
Hunt and Matarazzo have postulated a two-process theory to account
for the extinction of abstinent behavior. The first process is the
acquisition of abstinence and can be explained by behavioral theory.
The second process involves the maintenance of the newly acquired abstin-
ence and may be accounted for by either a supra-behavioral explanation
of habit formation or by a cognitive (decisional) process. Hunt and
Matarazzo suggest that it is time to develop new laws which can account
for this second, maintenance process (Hunt & Matarazzo, 1970, 1973).
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A third explanation for the accumulated data was presented in the
text. This is a differential diagnosis model. This model proposes 1)
that there are different types of smokers, and 2) that for each type of
smoker there is an optimal cessation procedure. It was demonstrated
that such a model would account for the extinction of abstinence curves
presented by Hunt and Matarazzo (Figures 1 and 2) without postulating
any new laws of learning. Evidence was presented in support of the first
proposition of this model (that there are different types of smokers) and
it was ascertained that the RFS questionnaire (Horn, 1973) is the typology
instrument which is most applicable to a behavioral model of smoking.
The differential model stipulates that there is a relationship
between type of smoker and optimal cessation procedure. While there are
some indications in the literature that this may be true (e.g., Horn,
1973; Ikard & Tomkins, 1973, on the particular difficulty of tapering
off for addictive smokers), there has been no systematic investigation
of this relationship.
The present study proposes the following:
That there is a significant relationship between type
of smoker and effective treatment modalities.
There are several ways of exploring the nature of this relationship.
The most obvious is to run several differential treatment programs for
each type of smoker. Given that there are at least seven types of
smokers which may be isolated, this is a very large undertaking. The
task becomes still more awkward when one considers the wide variety of
possible treatment procedures. Thousands of subjects would be required
for such a study. If multi -modal programs are investigated, the task
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grows geometrically. Thus, a thorough, ANOVA-type treatment outcome
study is impractical
.
A second possibility is a series of smaller studies. One or two
smoker types could be exposed to several treatment programs. There are
three problems here. First, it would soon grow as unmanageable as the
first research strategy. Second, and most important, selection of the
smoker types and treatment programs would be an arbitrary decision; there
are no guidelines for where to begin. Third, it is unlikely that most
people are "pure" types. It is more probable that individuals score high
on more than one of the RFS scales; it may be more appropriate to think
of the RFS as generating a profile of scores rather than a single score.
This information would be lost in a simplified experimental design.
It appeared that some preliminary exploration was called for, in
order to develop some guidelines for further research. The differential
model makes no specific predictions about the nature of the relationship
between type of smoker and optimal cessation procedure, only that a
relationship exists. One way which such a relationship might be demon-
strated is by examining the experiences of former smokers who have
successfully quit smoking to determine whether there is a correlation
between types of smokers and cessation procedures among successful
abstainers.
CHAPTER II
METHODS
The hypothesis suggests that there is a relationship between smoking
typologies and strategies for smoking cessation. The reasons for smok-
ing scales (RFS) developed by Horn (1973) were proposed as a measure of
smoker typologies. No inventory of cessation strategies existed at the
time of this research. Therefore an instrument to measure cessation
techniques had to be constructed. Phase one of the present study was
designed to identify cessation techniques and organize these techniques
into a questionnaire. Phase two of the study was concerned with gather-
ing data to test the hypothetical relationship between smoker typologies
and cessation strategies.
Phase I_
Subjects . Thirty former smokers (15 females and 15 males) were re-
cruited from undergraduate psychology classes at the University of
Massachusetts. The mean age of the subjects was 20.2 years. Subjects
were required to have smoked for at least one year (x=4.5 years, s.d.=
1.6) and to have abstained for at least six months (x=1.74 years, s.d.=
.81) to participate in the study. Subjects were told that they would be
asked to talk with an interviewer for approximately one hour about their
experiences while they were quitting.
Procedure . Each subject was interviewed for approximately forty-five
minutes regarding his or her experiences while quitting smoking. Inter-
views were conducted individually by either the author or a trained
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research assistant and took place in a small interviewing room in the
Psychology Building. All interviews followed- a structured format as in
Appendix F. Subjects were first asked to describe their behavior when
they were smoking. This was done for two reasons. First, it represented
a rough attempt to assess the style or type of smoking behavior emitted
by the subject. Second, it was hoped that focusing first on the subject's
smoking behavior would facilitate their recollection of their cessation
experiences. Subjects were then questioned about their experiences before
and during the time they were quitting smoking, with emphasis on the
strategies they found helpful to their quitting efforts. Interviewers
attempted as much as possible to gather information about the context of
the subject's strategies for cessation. Finally, to obtain a wide varie-
ty of cessation techniques, Ss were encouraged to relate both their own
experiences and those of their friends or family members who had tried
to quit smoking.
In this fashion, over two hundred separate techniques/gimmicks/aids
for the prospective abstainer were identified. All techniques were then
worded as simple declarative statements suitable for use with a Likert
scale, for example:
When I wanted a cigarette, I would have a cup of coffee instead.
1 = never used this technique.
2 = rarely used this technique.
3 = occasionally used this technique.
4 = frequently used this technique.
5 = always used this technique.
The items generated represent a wide inventory of cessation techniques,
including self-monitoring, covert operations, social network management,
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stimulus control, and response substitution. A total of 105 items were
generated for the cessation techniques (CT) questionnaire, which can be
found in the last section of Appendix E.
Phase II_
Subjects
.
A total of one hundred eighty subjects participated in the
study. The problems of locating former smokers to fill out the question-
naire required a diverse recruitment strategy. Subjects were recruited
in undergraduate psychology courses, the student union coffee shop, a
health foods restaurant, and finally via door to door sampling in the
dorms of two campuses in the Five College area. Prospective Ss were
approached and asked if they were former smokers. If so, they were asked
if they would be willing to fill out a questionnaire for a research pro-
ject being conducted by members of the psychology department at UMass
regarding how people quit smoking. The final sample was composed of 103
females and 77 males, with an average age of 19.2 years. The subjects had
smoked for an average of 3.2 years (with 94.3% having smoked for more than
one year) and had abstained for an average of nine months (with 69.7%
abstinent for at least six months).
Procedure . Each S completed a questionnaire composed of the reasons
for quitting (RFQ) and reasons for smoking scales developed by Horn
(1973), items added to the RFS survey by Leventhal and Avis (1976), the
CT items generated in Phase I above, and a few demographic items (Appen-
dix E). Although the administration of the questionnaire varied from
one setting to another, the procedure was basically the same throughout.
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Potential Ss were asked if they were former smokers, and if so they were
told that the present research was being conducted to gather information
about how people quit smoking. They were asked if they would be willing
to help by filling out a questionnaire regarding their experiences while
quitting. If they agreed, they were given a questionnaire to fill out
and were encouraged to complete it then, although in some cases arrange-
ments were made to retrieve the completed survey later. Since there was
no deception involved in the study, and since the purpose of the study
was completely identified in the informed consent letter, a second copy
of this letter was provided to the subjects as a form of immediate feed-
back. In addition, subjects were informed when and where they could
obtain an abstract of the final results when the study was completed.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Sex Differences
The Scheffe procedure for post-hoc comparisons was used to test for
sex differences on each of the RFS and CT scales. No significant differ-
ences were found. All subsequent analyses were performed on the combined
data from male and female respondents.
Reasons for Smoking Scales (RFS)
The first step in the analysis was to verify the reliability of the
RFS scales. These scales had been produced and used with samples of
current smokers, and the possibility existed that the scales might not
be appropriate for retrospective use. Factor analysis produced factors
which were nearly identical to those reported by earlier researchers
(Horn, 1973; Leventhal & Avis, 1976). As with earlier work, seven factors
were produced: smoking to reduce or manage anxiety, smoking for stimula-
tion, smoking for pleasure/taste, fiddling, addictive smoking, habit
smoking, and social smoking. Although the specific factor loadings were
not numerically identical to those produced by earlier researchers, the
same items loaded strongly on the respective factors in a manner consis-
tent with the existing literature. An additional, non-interpretable
factor was produced, beyond those reported previously, although none of
the items loaded particularly high on this factor. (Factor loadings for
each item may be found in Table 1.) Given the high correspondence with
earlier studies, it would appear that the scales are appropriate for
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retrospective use. An additive (unweighted) combination of responses to
the items was used to produce scale scores for each subject on each of
the seven RFS scales. This parallels the rule for scale score computa-
tion employed by Horn (1973).
Cessation Techniques Scales (CT)
The 105 CT items presented an unwieldy amount of data and required
synopsis. The first step was to exclude from further analysis those items
referring to techniques which were used so infrequently as to have no pre-
dictive utility. Two statistical criteria were used in combination to
reject an item: the mean and the fourth moment of the distribution of
the scores on that item. No item was rejected which had a mean of greater
than 1.6 (where 1.0 = never used this technique). The fourth moment, or
kurtosis of the distribution, represents the relative peakedness or flat-
ness of the distribution. A normal distribution has a kurtosis of zero.
Positive kurtosis represents a distribution which is more peaked or
narrow than the normal. By setting a kurtosis of 2.0 as a minimum cri-
terion for rejection, it was felt that the items could be reduced without
detriment to the validity of the questionnaire. A list of the twenty
items thus excluded, with descriptive statistics for each, may be found
in Appendix D.
The eighty-five remaining items required further summarization prior
to interpretation. Although several statistical procedures for data re-
duction might have been applicable at this stage, an a priori clustering
of the items by the experimenter was seen as most appropriate, for two
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reasons. First, the ratio of subjects to items (roughly 2:1) was not
large enough to justify either a factor analysis or a cluster analysis.
The second, the much more substantive reason for preferring a priori
condensation over statistical combination of the items concerns the
theoretical and pragmatic context of the present research. This work
grew out of an examination of smoker cessation within the scope of behav-
ioral psychology. Specifically, a differential treatment model for smok-
er cessation was proposed which would be viable as a behavioral approach.
Since the hypothesis was stated in these terms, and since it is hoped
that the CT scales produced by this work will be useful for behaviorists
in clinical as well as research endeavors, it is clear that clustering
of the CT items should produce clusters which are interpretable in behav-
ioral terms.
The final clusters were produced via a reiterated Q-sort by the experi-
menter. Each item was written on a 3 x 5 index card and the cards were
sorted and resorted until several homogeneous categories were produced.
Given that this is a preliminary investigation, it seemed desirable to
generate a small number of general categories rather than a large number
of detailed clusters. For the most part, the clustering was fairly
straightforward; items were grouped on the basis of having similar behav-
ioral functions, for example, stimulus control or self reward and self
punishment. The one exception to this was the category of items which
referred to covert procedures. Although these items differ with regard
to their behavioral function, for example, covert conditioning vs.
thought stopping, they are similar in that they are all covert events.
The current upsurge in the investigation of covert procedures prompted
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the grouping of these items as a single cluster. Seven clusters were
produced: stimulus control, response control, response substitution,
self reward/punishment, covert procedures, social reinforcement engineer-
ing, and lifestyle engineering. A brief description of each cluster,
with examples, follows. (A complete list of the items by cluster is
included in Appendix C.)
Stimulus control (11 items ). These items all focus on the subject's
efforts to cope with environmental circumstances in which smoking was a
high probability behavior. Examples include:
--When I was quitting, I tried to avoid stressful situations.
--I tried to sit in the non-smoking sections of restaurants
and other public places.
--While I was quitting, I tried to avoid friends who smoked.
Response control ( 14 items ). These items describe subject's attempts
to establish control over the behavior itself. This group includes stra-
tegies for monitoring the behavior, preventing its occurrence, or modify-
ing its intensity, frequency, or duration. Examples include:
--I kept a record of how much I was spending on my smoking
habit.
--While I was quitting, I only allowed myself to smoke during
certain times of the day.
--While I was quitting, I only let myself smoke in a certain
place (certain room, special chair, outdoors, etc.).
--To help me avoid smoking, I would try not to have cigarettes
around me.
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Self reward/punishment (5 items ). This category was limited to
operations in which contingency management was clearly the purpose of
the procedure. The incidental occurrence of pleasant or unpleasant
consequences was not deemed sufficient to warrant inclusion in this
category. Evidence of purposive and systematic effort at self reward/
punishment was required for inclusion here. Examples include:
--I made a conscious effort to reward myself for not
smoking or for cutting down.
--I punished myself for cigarettes I smoked when I was
trying to avoid them.
Response substitution ( 10 items ). These items describe the substitu-
tion of an alternative behavior when the subject feels an urge to smoke.
For example,
--I chewed gum instead of having a cigarette.
--When I wanted a cigarette, I tried to find something to do
with my hands.
--I would brush my teeth when I wanted a cigarette.
Covert procedures ( 29 items ). All items in this group are included
here because of their locus of occurrence; they are all internal events.
Within this class several types of techniques are represented, including
thought stopping, covert conditioning, stimulus control, covert rehearsal,
and covert reinforcement. The fact that this class of techniques re-
flects a new, somewhat undifferentiated area of behavioral theory, and
the desire to limit the number of scales in the current study resulted
in this class being treated as a single entity. Suggestions for the
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possible elaboration of this cluster into subscales will be discussed
later. Examples of this group of items include:
--When I wanted to smoke, I would try to put the idea out of
my mind, to forget about it.
--When I was tempted to smoke, I would think about how bad I
would feel for not living up to my goals.
--When I avoided having a cigarette, I would let myself feel
self-righteous.
--When I wanted to smoke, I would think about lung cancer or
other smoking related health problems.
Social engineering (7 items ). These items reflect the subjects'
attempts to involve their social environment in their efforts to quit.
For example,
--I tried to quit with a friend.
--I asked others to help me avoid cigarettes.
Lifestyle engineering (8 items ) . The least clearly defined, and the
least behavioral of all the clusters, these items all refer to changes
in life circumstances which occurred concomitant with smoking cessation.
Some represent the subjects' efforts to capitalize on changes external
to their efforts to quit smoking, while others were tied directly to
cessation as a part of a general self improvement scheme. Examples
include:
--While I was quitting, I tried to exercise more.
--I took advantage of a minor illness to help me quit
smoking.
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After the clusters were selected the raw scores on component items
were combined by an additive (unweighted) method to produce scale scores
for each subject on each of the seven CT scales. Each subject thus had
a single score for each of the seven RFS scales and each of the seven
CT scales.
Reasons for Smoking Related to Cessation Techniques
A multivariate regression was performed to evaluate the relation be-
tween responses on the CT scales and responses on the RFS scales. The
value for Wilks Lambda was calculated at .4895 (df.«49.0 t df
2
=842.009,
approximate F=2.6044, p<.001). This suggests that when the two sets of
scales are considered as a whole the relation between reasons for smoking
and smoker cessation is a very strong one, accounting for approximately
51% of the variance among the dependent variables. However, it does not
specify the details of this relationship.
To better articulate the nature of this association, seven stepwise
multiple regression analyses were performed. The method employed was a
full stepwise procedure, using both forward and backward stepping. For
the analyses presented here, the criterion F to enter or remove a variable
was set at 3.89, based on df=1 ,177 . This is a conservative determination
of a criterion F, since it is based on the degrees of freedom when the
first variable is entered into the regression equation. On subsequent
steps, the degrees of freedom change with the result that the criterion
F decreases. The results of these analyses are summarized below.
Smoking as a response to anxiety (RFSjJ. Scores on this scale tended
to be closely related to scores on the stimulus control and response
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substitution scales of the CT questionnaire. The first variable entered
into the equation was stimulus control (F (1,177)=28.63, p<.001, beta=
2
.2585, R= . 3731
,
R =.1392). The second variable entered was response
substitution (F (2 ,176)=8.4311
, p<.005, beta=.2290, R=.4226, R 2=.1786,
2
R change=.039)
.
Social smoking ( RFS2 ) . Only one CT scale, covert procedures, was
related to social smoking scores (F ( 1 , 177 ) =4 . 3214 , p<.05, beta=.1543,
2
R=.1543, r =.0238). Although this is statistically significant, the
relationship between the two variables accounts for such a minute portion
of the variance as to be negligible.
Smoking for stimulation ( RFS3 ) . Scores on this scale tended to be
related to scores on the stimulus control and response substitution
scales. The first variable entered in the equation was response substi-
tution (F (1,177)=32.6781, p<.001, beta=.2821, R=.3947, R
2
=.1558). The
second variable entered was stimulus control (F (2,176)=8.302, p< . 005
,
beta=.2251, R=.4403, R
2
=.1938, R
2
change= .038)
.
Habit smoking ( RFS4 ) . Only one variable was closely related to scores
on this scale, response substitution (F (1,177)=14.07, p< .001 , beta=
.2714, R=.2714, R
2
=.0736).
Fiddl ing ( RFS5 ) . Two scales from the CT questionnaire were related
to this scale. The first variable to be entered in this equation was
self reward/punishment (F ( 1 , 177 ) = 17 . 58 , p<.001, beta=.1568, R=.3006,
R
2
=.0903). The second variable entered was response substitution
(F (2,176)=4.2239, p<.05, beta=.1433, R=.3341, R
2
=.1116, R
2
change=
.0213).
- Addictive smoking ( RFS6 ) . There were two CT scales which were re-
lated to scores on this scale, response substitution and stimulus con-
trol. The first variable entered was response substitution (F (1,177)=
23.5061, p<.001, beta=.2493, R=.3432, R
2
=. 1172) . The second variable
entered was stimulus control (F ( 2 , 176 ) =5 . 3239 , p<.05, beta=.1859, R=
.3783, R
2
=. 1431 , R
2
change=.0259.
Smoking for pleasure or taste ( RFS7 ) . There were no variables from
the CT questionnaire which were significantly related to this scale.
The analysis was rerun with the criterion F to enter a variable into the
equation set at 2.0, in order to get some picture of the relation of
this scale to the CT scales. At this level, two variables entered the
equation. The first was covert procedures (F ( 1 , 177 ) =3 . 093 , p< . 10
,
beta=-.2303, R=.1310, R
2
=.0171). The second variable to enter the equa-
tion was self reward/punishment (F (2,176)=3.6115, p< . 10 , beta=.1720,
R
2
=.0369, R
2
change=.0197).
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The results offer strong support for the general hypothesis that
smoker typologies can be meaningfully related to smoking strategies.
The present study was exploratory, and as such was not detailed enough
to specify the precise nature of the relationship. However, the results
of the multivariate regression of the seven RFS scales on the seven CT
scales are most encouraging, suggesting that this relationship may
account for more than fifty percent of the variance in the RFS scales.
The stepwise regressions computed for each of the RFS scales individ-
ually suggest possible relations between specific typologies and cessa-
tion procedures. The most striking associations were found for the RFS
scales on addictive smoking, smoking for stimulation, and smoking to
reduce anxiety. For each scale stimulus control and response substitu-
tion procedures were very good predictors. The regression analysis
demonstrated that these two CT scales can be meaningfully related to the
scores on each of the RFS scales. These relations were quite significant,
accounting for 14%, 15%, and 17% (respectively) of the variability in
the dependent measures.
In contrast to the above RFS scales, the fiddling scale was not asso-
ciated with stimulus control. Rather, it was significantly related to
self reward/punishment and response substitution strategies, a relation
which accounts for 11% of the variance. This relation is intuitively
appealing. It would appear that subjects who derived pleasure from handling
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and lighting up their cigarettes had recognized this as an essential
part of the behavior pattern and had taken steps to alter it. Given
that this is the most behaviorally focused of the RFS scales, identify-
ing those elements of behavior which are rewarding to the smoker, it is
interesting to note its association with self reward/punishment as a
cessation strategy, since this is the most stereotypical ly "behavior
modish" of the CT scales. Whether the subjects with high scores on this
scale were in fact practicing naive behavior therapy is questionable. In
any case, when viewed in the context of the RFS scales reported in the
preceding paragraph, the absence of stimulus control and presence of
self reward/punishment in the list of predictors of scores on the fiddling
scale provide support for the differential model.
The results for two of the remaining RFS scales showed them to be sig-
nificantly related to the CT questionnaires. Social smoking was asso-
ciated with covert techniques. While this relation accounted for a mere
two percent of the variance, it is the only instance where covert proced-
ures were significantly related to any of the RFS scales, offering further
demonstration of differential effectiveness. Scores on the habit smoking
scale were significantly related to response substitution. This relation
is again intuitively appealing on the basis of its face validity. How-
ever, the size of the relation (only 1% of the variance is accounted for)
is probably too small to be immediately useful. The final RFS scale,
smoking for pleasure of taste, was not significantly related to any of
the CT scales. The best (non-significant) predictors for scores on this
scale were covert procedures and self reward/punishment techniques,
providing further evidence for a differential treatment model.
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The a priori clustering of CT scales along behavioral dimensions seems
to have been successful. While other clusterings are conceivable, even
within a behavioral framework, those produced for this study appear to
be heuristically useful. It would have been desirable to develop these
clusters more empirically—consensual validation of the clusters by sever-
al behavior therapists would have been preferable. Unfortunately the
limitations of time and resources for the present research precluded
this validity check. Nevertheless, the scales produced here appear to
merit further use and elaboration. The single exception to this concerns
the items grouped under covert procedures. This scale was a significant
predictor for only one RFS scale (social smoking) and there its effect
was marginal (R =.02). Taken at face value, this finding would suggest
that (a) there is nothing happening between our subjects' ears or (b)
whatever is happening there is irrelevant. Neither of these interpreta-
tions is logical nor palatable. It is always misleading to interpret a
negative result as a fact. Furthermore, these interpretations contradict
the growing literature on the efficacy of covert procedures which suggests
that covert events do occur which are functionally related to behavior.
Additionally, such statements lack common sense. Quitting smoking con-
sumes both time and energy, and requires at least one and more frequently
several decisions. Clearly, some amount of thinking is involved. Usually,
this thinking is connected to and reflected by subsequent actions. Thus
many of the covert events associated with smoking cessation are not purely
internal phenomena; they are correlated with other procedures such as
response substitution or stimulus control. In addition, the covert pro-
cedures scale is a very mixed bag of items when viewed from a functional
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behavioral perspective. Statistically, all this has meant that the covert
scale was entered into the stepwise regression equations only when it
added predictive capability above and beyond that provided by variables
already in the equation. As the correlation between this and other
scales increases, it becomes less likely that this scale will add import-
ant new information, especially given the diversity of its composition.
Unless the portion of the covert procedures scale which represents purely
covert events not connected to other, overt procedures was a significant
predictor, this scale as a whole was not significant. It is plausible
to attribute the negative findings to a failure to adequately measure
the construct.
Clearly, the composition of this scale could be altered to make such
interpretations more straightforward. One possibility would be to recon-
struct all the CT scales by a factor analytic or clustering procedure.
Such a procedure was ruled out on the basis of statistical and theoretical
grounds discussed in the previous chapter. Another alternative would be
to divide this scale into subscales, such as covert self punishment,
covert conditioning, thought stopping, and so forth. An empirical decis-
ion could then be made to consider these scales separately or to include
them with their overt counterparts, where applicable.
For the purposes of this study, it seems safe to conclude that covert
procedures are important adjuncts to cessation, on logical grounds. How-
ever, no conclusive empirical proof can be presented which would confirm
or elaborate the nature of this relationship. Such evidence awaits further
research.
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Construction of a Differential Treatment Model
As outlined in the introductory chapter, the present research grew
out of a consideration of the overall failure of behavioral procedures
for smoking cessation to be demonstrated as effective. It was argued
that this was due, in part, to a failure to consider individual differ-
ences in smoking patterns in designing treatment strategies. In addi-
tion, the previously documented need for multimodal approaches was
reiterated. The present research was proposed as a starting point for
developing a differential treatment model. Eventually, it is hoped that
for any given smoking pattern an optimal combination of cessation tech-
niques can be identified.
It would be most satisfying to assert, for example, that individuals
who smoke to be able to fiddle with something should be offered a combina-
tion of cessation procedures which would include contingency management
and response substitution. Unfortunately, it is not that simple. Such
a statement assumes that there is a discrete group of people who smoke
to be able to fiddle with something, and that this is their primary, if
not their only, smoking pattern. In more general terms, such a statement
implies that there are pure, homogeneous smoker typologies which can be
identified according to scores on a single RFS scale. Intuitively, this
is at once appealing and improbable. Empirical evidence, in the form of
the correlation matrix of the RFS scales presented in Table 2, further
discounts this notion. As can be seen, the scales nowhere approach ortho-
gonality, with the exception of pleasure/taste, while smoking as a means
of tension reduction (anxiety management) is related to all the remaining
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scales at an uncomfortably high level. /The same problem of interscale
correlation is presented by the CT scales (see Table 2). These correlations
are less disconcerting, however; in fact, they were to be expected. The
conclusions drawn from the review of the literature presented in the intro-
duction suggest that, in clinical populations (i.e., smoking clinics),
multimodal approaches offer the optimally effective treatment regimen.
It follows that some strategies should be highly correlated among the
population of individuals who have successfully quit on their own.
7
The fact that there are no pure types of smoking patterns does not
mean that the results of this study lack heuristic value. Rather, these
results provide plausible starting points for any differentially based
program of treatment or research. Given that this data was obtained from
subjects who successfully quit smoking on their own, without formal guid-
ance (e.g., smoking clinics, physician's advice, etc.), it should be clear
that these results are most appropriate for use with clinical interven-
tions which involve a self control component as a major (not necessarily
exclusive) focus of the cessation program.
Assuming a clinician who is interested in implementing a differential
treatment program and who has access to data on the smoking patterns in
the client population, how can these results be best used? Since there
are unlikely to be any pure types of smokers, it makes sense to look for
profiles of RFS scales which would reflect smoking patterns. Certain
decision rules can be implemented:
1. Ss with high scores on the RFS scales for addictive
smoking for stimulation, and/or smoking to reduce anxiety
RFS2 .309
RFS3 .352 .097
RFS4 .336 .040 .265
RFS5 .348 .379 .241 .056
RFS6 .521 -.005 .378 .500 .197
RFS7 .082 -.164 .174 .124 .179 .428
RFS1 RFS2 RFS3 RFS4 RFS5 RFS6
Table 2. Correlation matrix of RFS seal es
.
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will probably find stimulus control and response substitution
procedures hel pful
.
2. Ss with high scores on the fiddling scale will benefit
from response substitution and self reward/punishment
strategies
.
3. Covert procedures are probably not sufficient by them-
selves. However, they may well be an important adjunct to
any or all of the other cessation procedures, and should
not be overlooked. Special effort should be made to
consider covert events when designing programs for Ss with
high scores on social smoking and/or smoking for pleasure or
taste.
4. Ss with high scores on the pi easure/ taste scale may
benefit from a program which includes covert procedures and
self reward/punishment techniques.
5. Ss with high scores on the habit scale may benefit from
programs which include response substitution procedures.
6. Ss with high scores only on habit, only on pleasure/taste,
or only on social smoking will probably require procedures
above and beyond the self management techniques described
here, since none of the cessation techniques described in
this study predict these scores very well.
These rules, while general, do provide a starting place for both
differential and multimodal treatment. For example, consider a subject
with relatively high scores for social smoking and smoking to reduce
anxiety. Given the above rules, a clinician would begin by designing
a program which includes stimulus control and response substitution
procedures and which gives some specific training in the covert tech-
niques which accompany these procedures. A subject who scores quite high
on habit smoking, and fairly high on smoking to reduce anxiety and smok-
ing for pleasure/taste would require a somewhat different approach.
Again, stimulus control and response substitution procedures are indicat-
ed. In addition, some training in contingency management (self reward/
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punishment) seems important. Should this program be ineffective, the
next step might be to look for methods beyond self control procedures
(as per number six above), for example, support groups or aversive
conditioning
.
The list of hypothetical smoking pattern profiles is long and uncert-
ain. There are no reports in the literature regarding the prevalence,
incidence, or composition of such behavior profiles. It is conceivable
that this information could have been generated by the present study,
given the time and resources to triple the sample size. With a large
enough sample size the cases could have been clustered on the basis of
the RFS scales. Such an analysis would produce several subsamples of
subjects with a more or less homogeneous RFS profile. With a sufficient
number of subjects in each cluster, a series of stepwise multiple regres-
sion analyses could be performed to identify the particular combination
of cessation techniques which were most closely associated with each
profile. Unfortunately, the limited resources of the present study
prevented the collection of sufficient data to conduct such an investi-
gation.
In the absence of discrete, profile based decision rules, clinicians
interested in implementing some form of differential treatment program
will be able to rely on the general decision rules outlined above.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The present research grew out of an examination of behavioral
approaches to smoking cessation. Specifically, literature pertaining
to the experiences of participants in smoker cessation programs was
reviewed, with disappointing conclusions. Other reviewers had estimated
the success of smoker cessation procedures at thirteen percent (McFall
& Hammen, 1971). While some more recent reports are more promising,
this reviewer found only two reports of programs which were sixty per-
cent effective at six month follow-up (Lichtenstein et al
. ,
1973;
Schmahl et al
. ,
1972). Work by Hunt and Matarazzo (1971, 1973) was
described which suggested that as many as eighty percent of those smokers
who initially achieve abstinence subsequently relapse within three months.
While these authors have suggested that this data may require us to look
for "new laws of learning" to account for this interaction between
environmental and cognitive processes which control and maintain behavior,
an alternative model was proposed here: differential treatment. It was
demonstrated that such a model could account for at least some of the
relapse rate among former smokers.
As a preliminary step to the development of a differential treatment
model, this study examined the experiences of successful quitters to
determine whether a relationship exists between smoking behavior patterns
and cessation strategies among this population. The reasons for smoking
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scales (RFS) were adapted from the work of Horn (1973) and Leventhal and
Avis (1976) as measures of smoking behavior typologies. An instrument
to assess the differential use of various cessation strategies was
developed as part of the current research. The results of the administra-
tion of these questionnaires to one hundred eighty former smokers offers
strong support for the general hypothesis that smoking typologies can
be meaningfully related to cessation strategies. While some suggestions
for clinical applications of a differential model can be made, further
research is required before the utility of the model can be evaluated.
Some suggestions for plausible changes in the present study were made
in the previous chapter. It would appear that a replication, implement-
ing these changes and including a sufficient sample size to enable the
identification of smoking behavior profiles (via cluster analysis) would
be worthwhile. Construction of smoking profiles will enable the identifi-
cation of specific cessation strategies which are optimal for particular
behavioral typologies.
The present investigation has followed the admonition of Horn (1967)
and others that research should focus on the experiences of smokers as
they go through the process of quitting. This approach is heuristically
sound, but the results produced require augmentation before they can be
meaningfully evaluated. The most crucial questions to be answered concern
the nature and degree of the differences between the population of former
smokers included in this sample (and in similar retrospective studies
which may be conducted), and the population of current smokers. Two
types of differences in the relative distributions of various smoker
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profiles within the two populations. For example, the population of
former smokers may include a much higher proportion of individuals who
score high on social smoking than is found among current smokers. While
such population differences would not necessarily invalidate the find-
ings of the present study, they certainly would impair generalizabil ity.
Unfortunately, no data on the relative distribution of RFS scores in the
population of current smokers is available, so the sample in the present
study could not be compared with the general smoking population. Such
j
comparison awaits further research.
The second possible difference between the two populations is more
i
substantial, and concerns the specific relationships between the RFS and
CT scales. The differential treatment model predicts not only that there
is a relationship between smoker typologies and cessation technologies,
but that there is an optimal combination of strategies for a given type
of smoking pattern. While the present study clearly demonstrates that
there is a relationship, it does not prove that this relationship is cru-
cial to successfully achieving abstinence. It is conceivable, though I
think unlikely, that the same relationships shown here between the RFS
and CT scales in the population of former smokers may also hold true
among current smokers. It is requisite to the viability of the differ-
ential model that the relationships differ in the two populations; the
model works only when it can be shown that smokers exhibiting smoking
pattern X are likely to quit successfully using cessation strategy B and
are not likely to quit successfully (are likely to be in the sample of
current smokers) if they use cessation technique C. Thus, an important
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follow-up study to the present research would investigate the relation-
ship between smoking patterns and cessation strategies and compare these
relationships across the two populations. The results of the present
study indicate that such efforts to further confirm and elaborate the
differential model are worth pursuing.
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APPENDIX A: NCSH RFS and RFQ Questi onnai res
from: Horn, D. Smoker's self testing
kit
. National Clearinghouse for
Smoking and Health. DHEW Publication
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TEST 3
WHY DO YOU SMOKE?
Here are some statements made by people to describe what they set out
of smoking cigarettes. How do you feel this way when smokm/then.
Uircle one number for each statement
.
r tnportant: Answer every questi&n.
5 4
occ*
3
S*. ion
2
A. I smoke cigarettes ir, order to keep myself from
slowing down
8- Handling a cigarette is part of the enjoyment of
smokfflg tt
C. Smoking cigarettes is pleasant and relaxing.
0. I light up a cigarette when i feel angry about some*
thing.
L When I have run out of cigarettes I find it almost
unbeauhie until I can get them
F, I smoke cigarettes automatically without even being
aware of >t
6. I smoke cigarettes to stimulate me, to perk myself up.
H. Part of ihe enjoyment of smoking a cigarette comes
from the stops ! take to light up.
L_| find cigarettes pleasurable.
J. When I feel uncomfortable or upset about some-
thing, I light up a cigarette.
K. i am very much aware of the fact when i am not
smoking a cigarette.
L I light up a cigarette without realizing I still have
one burning in Ihe ashtray.
M. I smoke cigarettes to give me a "lift."
H. When I smoke a cigarette, part of the enjoyment is
watching the smoke as ! exhale it.
0. I want a cigarette most when i am comfortable and
relaxed.
P. When I feel "blue" or want to take my mind off
cares and worries, I smoke cigarettes.
Q. I get a real gnawing hunger for a cigarette when I
haven't smoked for a while.
R. I've found a cigarette in my mouth and didn't re
member putting it there
HOW TO SCORE:
I. Enter the numbers you have circled to the Test 3 questions in the spaces below, putting
the number you have circled to Question A over line A. to Question B over line B, etc.
2. Total the 3 scores on each line to get your totals. For example, the sum of your
scores over lines A, G, and M gives you your score on Stimufat/on—lines B. H, and N
Totaisgive the score on Handling, etc.
+
+
H
+
M
N
O
Stimulation
Handling
Pleasurable Relaxation
Crutch: Tension Reduction
K Craving: Psychological Addiction
c- i R Habit
Scores can vary from 3 to 15. Any score 11 and above is high; any score 7 and
below
is low. Learn from Part 2 what your scores mean.
TEST 1
DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR SMOKING HABITS?
For each statement, circle the number that most accurately indicates how
you feel. For example, if you completely agree with the statement, circle 4,
ifyou agree somewhat, circle 15, etc
Important} A nswet every qxn Ht/on t
completely
igrec
somewhat
egret
somewhat
disagree
completely
disagree
A. Cigarette smoking might give me a serious illness. -1 2 1
B. My cigarette smoking sets a bad example for others. 4 •3 2 1
C. i find cigarette smoking to be a messy kind of habit. 4 3 1
0. Controlling my cigarette smoking is a challenge to me. 4 •r nc 1
L Smoking causes shortness of breath. 4 r 2 1
F. If 1 quit smoking c.gareUes it m:ght influence others to stop. 4 3 2 1
fi. Cigarettes cause damage to clothing and other persona! properly. 4 3 2 1
H. Quitting smoking would show that 1 have willpower. 4 3 2 3
1. My cigarette smoking will have a harmful effect on my health. 4 3 2 1
i. My cigarette smoking influences others close to me to take up 4
or continue smoking.
3 m
.
1
K. If 1 quit smoking, my sense of taste or smell would improve
,
4 3 2 1
L. 1 do not like the idea of feeling dependent on smoking. 4 3 2 1
HOW TO SCORE:
1. Enter the numbers you have circle
the number you have circled to <
2. Total the 3 scores across on each
scores over lines A, E, and I giv
the score on Examp'e, etc.
:o the Test 1 questions in the spaces below, putting
stion A over line A, to Question B over line B, etc.
ie to get your totals. For example, the sum of your
you your score on Health—lines B, F, and J give
Totals
Health
+
Example
Esthetics
0 H L Mastery
Scores can vary from 3 to 12. Any score 9 and above is high; any score 6 and
is low. Learn from Part 2 what your scores mean.
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APPENDIX B: Items and Factor Loadings for RFS Scales
from: Leventhal and Avis, 1976.
!
I
I
480 HOWARD LEVENTHAL AND NANCY AVIS
TABLE 1
Items and Factum Loading hir R I S Scales
Factor Loading
Pleasure-Taste Anxiety
—
continued
I like the taste of tobacco. .83
I find I smoke ciuarettes for their taste alone. .58
Smoking cigarettes is pleasant ar.l relaxing.1 .55
I find cigarettes pleasurable.* .82
Addiction
When I feel "blue" or want to lake my mind
off cares and worrits, I smoke.* .62
When I feci uncomfortable or upset about
something, I light up a cigarette." .71
Smoking seems to help when 1 feci
embarrassed. .78
II I am without cigarettes for some time, I am
not bothered or uncomfortable, (reversed) —.78
I find it very unpleasant to be without ciya-
rettes for some time. .68
When I have run out of cigarettes I and it
almost unbearable until i can get them. 4 .75
When 1 find I'm out oi cigarettes, I immedi-
ately buy another pack. .67
I get a real gnawing hunger for a cigarette
when I haven't smoked for a while.* .67
Habit
Stimulation
I smoke cigarettes in order to keep myself
from slowing dow n.* .80
I smoke cigarettes to stimulate mc, to perk
myself up.* .72
Smoking makes me feel more awake. .70
Social reward
I smoke to appear more grown up and
sophisticated. -67
I smoke because 1 like the look of a smoker. .75
1 smoke with my friends to be one of the
crowd. -"0
1 smoke to Ik: sociable. .69
Fiddle
Handling a cigarette is part of the enjoyment
of smoking it.* -79
Part of (he enjoyment of smoking a cigarette
comes from the Steps I take to light up* .60
I smoke to have something in my mouth. .5S
Smoking gives me something to do with my
hands. * *6S
Flicking ashes is one of the pleasures of
smoking. ^
I've found a cigarette in my mouth and didn't
remember putting it there.* .74
I light up a cigarette without realizing I still
ha\*- one burning in the ashtray.* .77
1 smoke cigarettes automatically without even
being aware of it.1 .70
Anxiety
When with other people, I am more at ease if
I am smoking.
When I'm nervous in social situations, I smoke. .82
I smoke a lot at parlies w hen I hardly know
anyone. «W
Atihreviation: KKS. re.t*»n« for smofcin*-
*AUjua TvM J. .NmtUtm i'^rt H (Note I).
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APPENDIX C: CT Items, organized by clusters
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Stimulus Control
I changed brands just before or during the time I quit.
When I was quitting, I tried to avoid stressful situations.
While I was quitting, I tried to avoid drinking alcohol.
I tried to sit in the non-smoking sections of restaurants and other
public places.
While I was quitting, I tried to avoid drinking coffee.
While I was quitting, I tried to avoid lingering after meals.
While I was quitting, I tried to avoid friends who smoked.
When I was in a situation that made me want to smoke, I would leave.
I tried to plan strategies to help me cope with situations which would
tempt me to smoke.
I tried to avoid people who were smoking.
I tried to avoid situations where I would be tempted to smoke.
Response Substitution
When I wanted to smoke, I chewed on something like a pencil, or a straw,
or a toothpick.
When I wanted a cigarette, I would have a snack instead.
I chewed gum instead of having a cigarette.
When I wanted to smoke, I tried to find something to do with my hands.
I would have a mint or a piece of candy instead of a cigarette.
I smoked marijuana instead of smoking a cigarette.
I ate more at meals when I was trying to quit smoking.
When I wanted a smoke, I tried to do something physically active
instead.
I would brush my teeth when I wanted a cigarette.
I would drink a glass of water instead of having a cigarette.
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Response Control
To help myself avoid cigarettes, I tried to delay having one for as
long as I could.
I kept a record of how many cigarettes I smoked each day.
I kept a record of how much I was spending on my smoking habit.
While I was quitting, I only allowed myself to smoke during certain
times of the day.
I tried to limit the number of cigarettes I smoked during a certain
time period (e.g., only one per hour).
I tried to smoke only parts of cigarettes.
At first, I tried to cut out smoking in certain situations (e.g., no
smoking at home, no smoking at meals, not when outdoors, etc.).
I quit carrying my own cigarettes.
When I wanted a cigarette, I would hold one in my hands and mouth
without lighting it.
To help me cut down, I quit carrying matches and a lighter.
While I was quitting, I only let myself smoke in a certain place
(certain room, special chair, outdoors, etc.).
To help me avoid smoking, I would try not to have cigarettes around me.
I tried not to carry enough money with me to buy cigarettes.
Sel f Reward/Puni shment
I made a conscious effort to regularly reward myself for not smoking
or for cutting down.
I denied myself privileges when I broke my pledge, increased my consump-
tion, failed to cut down, or otherwise yielded to temptation.
I punished myself for cigarettes I smoked when I was trying to avoid
them.
I used the money I saved by not smoking to reward myself.
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Covert Procedures
When I wanted to smoke, I would try to put the idea out of my mind to
forget about it.
When I wanted a cigarette, I tried to think about the bad aspects of
smoking.
When I was tempted to smoke, I would think about how bad I would feel for
not living up to my goals.
When I wanted to have a cigarette, I would try to think of my reasons
for wanting that particular cigarette.
I tried to think about how unappealing smoking is.
When I wanted a cigarette, I thought about not letting cigarettes control
me.
When I wanted a cigarette, I tried to think about how bad it would make
me feel to have one.
I tried to keep in mind that quitting would set a good example for others.
When I was tempted, I thought about how hypocritical I would feel if I
had a cigarette.
When I wanted to smoke, I thought about how disgusting it makes people
look.
When I wanted a cigarette, I would think of how I was infringing on the
rights of non-smokers.
When I wanted a cigarette, I would think about what others would think
of me if I quit.
When I wanted a cigarette, I tried to remember my reasons for quitting.
Thinking about how expensive it is helped me to quit smoking.
When I wanted a cigarette, I thought of how sick smoking made me feel.
I tried to think of myself as too sophisticated to smoke.
When I avoided having a cigarette, I would let myself feel self-righteous.
When I wanted a smoke, I would think of how I'd "ruin my streak" (spoil
my cigarette-free record) if I had one.
When I felt like having a cigarette, I would think about the self-
respect I would gain if I quit.
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When I wanted a cigarette, I thought about the negative comments others
had made about my smoking.
When I wanted a cigarette, I focused my thoughts on my non-smoking goals.
When I wanted a smoke, I thought of how unreasonable my reasons for
smoking were.
I thought of my not smoking as proof that I was improving myself.
When I wanted to smoke I would think that the time to quit was now or
never.
When I wanted a smoke, I thought of overcoming my image as a hooked
smoker.
When I wanted a cigarette, I tried to think about how bad it made my
clothes and/or breath smell.
I tried to think of smoking as a weakness when I wanted to smoke.
When I wanted to smoke, I would think about lung cancer or other smok-
ing related health problems.
Social Engineering
I tried to quit with a friend.
I tried to model myself after people I admired who had quit smoking.
I asked others to help me avoid cigarettes.
I talked to others about my urges to smoke.
I told others that I had quit smoking before I had quit for very long.
When I wanted a smoke, I tried to talk to others about it.
I avoided telling others that I was trying to quit. (Negatively loaded)
Lifestyle Engineering
I quit smoking while I was on vacation.
While I was quitting, I tried to exercise more.
I quit during a period which included a move.
I tried to diet while I was quitting.
While I was quitting I became involved in sports, dancing, or other
physical activities.
I made major changes in my lifestyle to help me quit.
I consciously changed my daily routines to help me avoid smoking.
I took advantage of a minor illness to help me quit smoking.
APPENDIX D: Items excluded from CT questionnai
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3. When I started to smoke, I would have a cup of coffee instead.
Mean = 1.489 Std. dev. = .987 Kurtosis = 3.069
13. When I wanted a cigarette, I switched to a pipe instead.
Mean = 1.257 Std. dev. = .743 Kurtosis = 10.253
17. I went to a smoking clinic to help me quit.
Mean = 1.045 Std. dev. = .422 Kurtosis = 86.955
19. While I was quitting, I used a cigarette holder or other external
filter mechanism.
Mean = 1.080 Std. dev. = Kurtosis = 33.246
39. Instead of actually having a cigarette, I would mentally think
through the whole process of smoking.
Mean = 1.441 Std. dev. = .815 Kurtosis = 2.903
41. When I wanted a cigarette, I substituted a cigar.
Mean = 1.235 Std. dev. = .688 Kurtosis = 10.380
42. When I wanted a cigarette, I would have an alcoholic drink
instead.
Mean = 1.341 Std. dev. = .758 Kurtosis = 6.379
43. I used hypnotism to help me quit.
Mean = 1.045 Std. dev. = .349 Kurtosis = 99.547
46. I kept a record of the times of the day I smoked.
Mean = 1.374 Std. dev. = .905 Kurtosis = 6.945
51. I used meditation or yoga to help me quit.
Mean = 1.212 Std. dev. = .687 Kurtosis = 11.900
52. While I was quitting, I tried to avoid the use of marijuana.
Mean = 1.559 Std. dev. - 1.114 Kurtosis = 2.872
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59. While I was quitting, I only let myself smoke when I was alone.
Mean = 1.592 Std. dev. = 1.111 Kurtosis = 2.216
62. I began to keep my cigarettes in a place where it took an extra
effort to get to them.
Mean = 1.601 Std. dev. = 1.147 Kurtosis = 2.214
70. I used acupuncture or massage to help me quit smoking.
Mean = 1.056 Std. dev. = .408 Kurtosis = 67.115
72. When I wanted a cigarette, I put my hands in my pockets or sat on
them.
Mean = 1.569 Std. dev. = 1.035 Kurtosis = 2.343
81. I gave up cigarettes for a religious holiday.
Mean = 1.185 Std. dev. = .717 Kurtosis = 20.991
92. I used a nicotine substitute, such as nicotine gum or mints.
Mean = 1.108 Std. dev. = .493 Kurtosis = 33.308
95. To avoid temptation, I purposely went to places where smoking was
prohibited.
Mean = 1.566 Std. dev. = 1.017 Kurtosis = 2.886
100. I attended an organized smoking clinic.
Mean = 1.066 Std. dev. = .399 Kurtosis = 63.811
APPENDIX E: The research instrument
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Feedback Sheet and Consent Form:
Smoking Study
On the following pages are a series of questions regarding your
experiences as a former smoker. Because psychologists have been gener-
ally ineffective in helping people quit smoking, we are interested in
examining the experiences of people who have already quit successfully.
This is an exploratory study, meaning that we have no formal hypothesis
which we are seeking to reject or accept. Rather, we are looking to
see if there is any type of relationship between people's reasons for
smoking, their reasons for quitting, the methods they used to quit, and
some demographic variables (age, sex, amount smoked, etc.). Since
there is no hidden agenda in this study (i.e., no deception or misdirec-
tion), there will be no debriefing after you have completed the ques-
tionnaire. If you are interested to learn more about the rationale or
the methodology of this project, or if you have any other questions
about it in general, you are encouraged to confer with the members of
the research team (leave a message here, at Bartlett 11-A, or Tobin 503,
and we'll get back to you). If you think you might be interested in the
outcome of the study, we hope to have an abstract of the results avail-
able in Tobin 503 by the end of May.
Your signature below implies that you understand the purposes and
nature of this study, that you agree to participate, and that you under-
stand that you are free to withdraw at any time.
Signature Date
A second copy of this form is provided for your convenience (you
need not sign it) to serve as a feedback sheet.
You may now proceed to fill out the questionnaire. Simply write
the appropriate number code for your response in the space provided to
the left of each question.
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1. Sex: 1 = female 2 = male
2. Age: 1 = under 18 2 = 18-20 3 = 21-23 4 = 24-26
3. How long did you smoke?
1 = less than 1 year 2 = 1-3 years 3 = 4-6 years
4 = 7-9 years 5 = more than 9 years
4. How old were you when you started smoking?
1 = under 14 2 = 14-17 3 = 18-21 4 = 22-25
5 = over 25
5. How long ago did you quit?
1 = less than 6 months ago 2=6 months to 1 year
3 = 1-3 years 4 = 4-6 years 5 = more than 6 years ago
6. Did you experience any of the following while you were
quitting?
1 = yes 2 = no If yes, circle where applicable.
weight gain Others:
changes in sleeping patterns
irritability
anxiety
forgetful ness
headache
7. When you finally succeeded in quitting, how long did you work
at it?
1 = less than 1 week 2 = 1-4 weeks 3 = 1-3 months
4 = 3-6 months 5 = more than 6 months
8. How long do you think it takes most people to quit smoking?
1 = less than 1 week 2 = 1-4 weeks 3 = 1-3 months
4 = 3-6 months 5 = more than 6 months
9. At the time you quit, how much were you smoking? (If you
tapered off, count the number of cigarettes you were smoking
before you began to taper off.) (1 pack = 20 cigarettes)
1 = under 10 2 = 10-20 3 = 20-30 4 = 30-40
5 = over 40 cigarettes per day
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Here are some statements made by people to describe what they qet
out of smoking cigarettes. Think back to the time when you were smokinq
How often did you feel this way when smokinq?
1 - never 2 = seldom 3 = occasionally 4 - frequently 5 = always
1. Smoking seemed to help when I felt embarrassed.
2. I smoked to be sociable.
3. Smoking made me feel more awake.
4. I smoked cigarettes automatically without even being aware
of it.
5. Flicking ashes was one of the pleasures of smoking.
6. When I found myself out of cigarettes, I immediately bought
another pack.
7. I liked the taste of tobacco.
8. When with other people, I was more at ease if I was smoking.
9. Smoking gave me something to do with my hands.
10. I smoked cigarettes to stimulate me, to perk myself up.
11. If I was without cigarettes for some time, I was not
bothered or uncomfortable.
12. I found cigarettes pleasurable.
13. When I was nervous in social situations, I smoked.
14. I smoked with my friends to be one of the crowd.
15. When I felt blue, or wanted to take my mind off cares and
worries, I smoked.
16. I found a cigarette in my mouth and didn't remember putting
it there.
17. Smoking cigarettes was pleasant and rewarding.
18. I got a real gnawing hunger for a cigarette when I hadn't
smoked for a while.
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19. I smoked because I liked the look of a smoker.
20. Handling a cigarette was part of the enjoyment of smoking
it.
21. I smoked at parties as a release for hardly knowing anyone.
22. I used to light up a cigarette without realizing I still
had one burning in the ashtray.
23. I found it very unpleasant to be without cigarettes for some
time.
24. I smoked cigarettes to keep myself from slowing down.
25. Part of the enjoyment of smoking a cigarette came from the
steps I took to light up.
26. I smoked cigarettes for the taste alone.
27. When I ran out of cigarettes, I found it almost unbearable
until I could aet more.
28. When I felt uncomfortable or upset about something, I lit
up a cigarette.
29. I smoked to appear more grown up and sophisticated.
30. I lit up a cigarette when I felt angry about something.
31. I was very much aware of the fact when I wasn't smoking.
32. When I smoked a cigarette, part of the enjoyment was watch-
ing the smoke as I exhaled it.
33. I wanted a cigarette most when I was comfortable and relaxed.
34. I smoked to have something in my mouth.
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The following statements concern techniques that other people have
used to help them quit smoking. As you answer these questions think
about your own experiences when you were quitting, and try to remember
how much you used each technique. Fill in your answers according to
the following:
1 = never used this technique
2 = rarely used this technique
3 = occasionally used this technique
4 = frequently used this technique
5 = almost always used this technique
1. I quit smoking while I was on vacation.
2. I changed brands just before or during the time I quit.
3. When I started to smoke, I would have a cup of coffee
instead.
4. When I was quitting, I tried to avoid stressful situations.
5. When I wanted to smoke, I would try to put the idea out of
my mind, to forget about it.
6. To help myself avoid cigarettes, I tried to delay having it
for as long as I could.
7. While I was quitting, I tried to exercise more.
8. While I was quitting, I tried to avoid drinking alcohol.
9. I tried to quit with a friend.
10. When I wanted to smoke, I chewed on something like a pencil,
or a straw, or a toothpick.
11. I tried to avoid situations where I would be tempted to
smoke.
12. I tried to model myself after people I admired who had quit
smoking.
13. When I wanted a cigarette, I switched to a pipe instead.
14. I kept a record of how many cigarettes I smoked each day.
15. When I wanted a cigarette, I tried to think about the bad
aspects of smoking.
16. When I wanted a cigarette, I would have a snack instead.
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1 = never used this technique
2 = rarely used this technique
3 = occasionally used this technique
4 = frequently used this technique
5 = almost always used this technique
17. I went to a smoking clinic to help me quit.
18. I tried to sit in the non-smoking sections of restaurants
and other public places.
19. While I was quitting, I used a cigarette holder or other
external filter mechanism.
20. When I was tempted to smoke, I would think about how bad I
would feel for not living up to my goals.
21. I kept a record of how much I was spending on my smoking
habit.
22. I made a conscious effort to regularly reward myself for not
smoking or for cutting down.
23. While I was quitting, I only allowed myself to smoke during
certain times of the day.
24. I chewed gum instead of having a cigarette.
25. I asked others to help me avoid cigarettes.
26. When I wanted to have a cigarette, I would try to think of
my reasons for wanting that particular cigarette.
27. I tried to ignore the urge to smoke by thinking about some-
thing else.
28. While I was quitting, I tried to avoid drinking coffee.
29. I tried to think about how unappealing smoking is.
30. I tried to limit the number of cigarettes I smoked during a
certain time period (e.g., only one per hour).
31. I talked to others about my urges to smoke.
32. I quit during a period which included a move.
33. When I wanted a cigarette, I thought about not letting
cigarettes control me.
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1 = never used this technique
2 = rarely used this technique
3 = occasionally used this technique
4 = frequently used this technique
5 = almost always used this technique
34. I tried to break the conscious associations I had with the
times I smoked.
35. When I wanted a cigarette, I tried to think about how bad it
would make me feel to have one.
36. When I wanted to smoke, I tried to find something to do with
my hands.
37. While I was quitting, I tried to avoid lingering after meals.
38. I tried to keep in mind that quitting would set a good
example for others.
39. Instead of actually having a cigarette, I would mentally
think through the whole process of smoking.
40. While I was quitting, I tried to avoid friends who smoked.
41. When I wanted a cigarette, I substituted a cigar.
42. When I wanted a cigarette, I would have an alcoholic drink
instead.
43. I used hypnotism to help me quit.
44. When I was tempted, I thought about how hypocritical I
would feel if I had a cigarette.
45. I tried to smoke only parts of cigarettes.
46. I kept a record of the times of the day I smoked.
47. At first, I tried to cut out smoking in certain situations
(e.g., no smoking at home, no smoking at meals, not when
outdoors, etc.).
48. When I wanted to smoke, I thought about how disgusting it
makes people look.
49. I would have a mint or a piece of candy instead of a
cigarette.
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1 = never used this technique
2 = rarely used this technique
3 = occasionally used this technique
4 = frequently used this technique
5 = almost always used this technique
50. When I wanted a cigarette, I would think of how I was
infringing on the rights of non-smokers.
51. I used meditation or yoga to help me quit.
52. While I was quitting, I tried to avoid the use of marijuana.
53. I tried to diet while I was quitting.
54. I quit carrying my own cigarettes.
55. When I wanted a cigarette, I would think about what others
would think of me if I quit.
56. I denied myself privileges when I broke my pledge, increased
my consumption, failed to cut down, or otherwise yielded to
temptation.
57. When I wanted a cigarette, I tried to remember my reasons
for quitting.
58. When I wanted a smoke, I would try to find something to
fiddle with.
59. While I was quitting, I only let myself smoke when I was
alone.
60. I smoked marijuana instead of smoking a cigarette.
61. Thinking of how expensive it is helped me to quit smoking.
62. I began to keep my cigarettes in a place where it took an
extra effort to get to them.
63. When I wanted a cigarette, I thought of how sick smoking made
me feel
.
64. I tried to think of myself as too sophisticated to smoke.
65. When I avoided having a cigarette, I would let myself feel
sel f-righteous
.
66. I tried not to smoke for limited periods of time each day.
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1 = never used this technique
2 = rarely used this technique
3 = occasionally used this technique
4 = frequently used this technique
5 = almost always used this technique
67. When I was in a situation that made me want to smoke, I
would leave.
68. I told others that I had quit smoking before I had quit for
very long.
69. I ate more at meals while I was trying to quit smoking.
70. I used acupuncture or massage to help me quit smoking.
71. While I was quitting I became involved in sports, dancing or
other physical activities.
72. When I wanted a cigarette, I put my hands in my pockets or
sat on them.
73. When I wanted a smoke, I would think of how I'd "ruin my
streak" (spoil my cigarette-free record) if I had one.
74. I tried to plan strategies to help me cope with situations
which would tempe me to smoke.
75. When I wanted a cigarette, I would hold one in my hands
and mouth without 1 ighting it .
76. I tried to avoid people who were smoking.
77. When I felt like having a cigarette, I would think about
the self-respect I would gain if I quit.
78. To help me cut down, I quit carrying matches or a lighter.
79. While I was quitting, I only let myself smoke in a certain
place (certain room, special chair, outdoors, etc.).
80. I avoided telling others that I was trying to quit.
81. I gave up cigarettes for a religious holiday.
82. I made major changes in my lifestyle to help me quit.
83. When I wanted a smoke, I tried to do something physically
active instead.
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1 = never used this technique
2 = rarely used this technique
3 = occasionally used this technique
4 = frequently used this technique
5 = almost always used this technique
84. When I wanted a cigarette, I thought about the negative
comments others had made about my smoking.
85. When I wanted a cigarette, I focused my thoughts on my non-
smoking goals.
86. I punished myself for cigarettes I smoked when I was trying
to avoid them.
87. When I wanted a smoke, I thought of how unreasonable my
reasons for smoking were.
88. To help me avoid smoking, I would try not to have cigarettes
around me.
89. I would brush my teeth when I wanted a cigarette.
90. I consciously changed my daily routines to help me avoid
smoking.
91. When I wanted a smoke, I tried to talk to others about it.
92. I used a nicotine substitute, such as nicotine gum or mints.
93. I thought of my not smoking as proof that I was improving
mysel f
.
94. When I wanted to smoke I would think that the time to quit
was now or never.
95. To avoid temptation, I purposely went to places where smoking
was prohibited.
96. When I successfully avoided giving in to temptation, I
rewarded myself.
97. When I wanted a smoke, I thought of overcoming my image as
a hooked smoker.
98. I would drink a glass of water instead of having a cigarette.
99. I tried not to carry enough money with me to buy cigarettes.
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1 = never used this technique
2 = rarely used this technique
3 = occasionally used this technique
4 = frequently used this technique
5 = almost always used this technique
100. I attended an organized smoking clinic.
101. When I wanted a cigarette, I tried to think about how bad
it made my clothes and/or breath smell.
102. I tried to think of smoking as a weakness when I wanted to
smoke.
103. When I wanted to smoke, I would think about lung cancer or
other smoking-related health problems.
104. I used the money I saved by not smoking mostly for
"necessities.
"
105. I took advantage of minor illness to help me quit smoking.
106. If there are other methods you used to help you quit,
please describe them below:
THANK YOU VERY MUCH for your participation.
If you are finished, hand in the completed questionnaire, along
with your signed consent form.
Don't forget your credit slip.

